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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

In this essay, the translated versions of Mio, My Son and Karlsson-on-the-Roof are compared 

to their original SL versions, Mio, min Mio and Lillebror och Karlsson på taket by Astrid 

Lindgren. In the beginning of the essay, a brief introduction to the science of translation will 

be given, where for instance the theories, the definition of a translation, the translation and 

adaptation of children’s literature will be treated. 

    The subject has been chosen out of admiration of the author, Astrid Lindgren, and her many 

wonderful stories. She has fascinated young readers for decades with her different characters 

such as Pippi Longstocking, Emil, Madicken and Karlsson-on-the-Roof. Lindgren’s stories 

often treat the everyday events that children meet and by using a metaphorical language she 

engages the imagination of her readers.

    In Mio, My Son, the protagonist escapes to a fantasy world in order to cope with the 

loneliness and lovelessness he experiences in the real world. The issues the novel deal with 

are serious and tragic, since they concern some of the most fundamental needs that we have; 

the need to be loved, respected and valued. With Lindgren’s poetic and powerful language 

that is filled with dramatic images, she catches her reader’s interest and imagination.

    In Karlsson-on-the-Roof, the protagonist Eric, feels misunderstood and left out and he longs 

for attention. During his lonely hours he fantasizes about Karlsson, an invisible playmate who 

is a selfish and self-possessed man with a propeller on his back. Together they play tricks on 

people. While the world of fantasy is filled with play and doing pranks, the real world is 

ordinary and displays conventional life. 

     As a child and later as an adult, I have always been fascinated by Lindgren’s stories. The 

author’s poetic and yet simple language carry you on in the story, and it is almost as if the 

author herself is present. Hence, as mentioned earlier, it was the fascination of the author and 

the language she uses that made me want to study and compare the translated text of Mio, My 

son and Karlsson-on-the-Roof with the original. 

                                                                                                                                                                         SL=source language*
                                                                                                                                                                         TL= target language*
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1.2 Aim

The aim and the intention of this study is to examine to what extent the English translation of 

Mio, My Son (1984) and Karlsson-on-the-Roof  (1971) differ from the original text, to 

examine the degree of adaptation, purification, the translation of names, personal as well as 

fictitious, geographical etc., but also to see whether the texts contain alterations, additions, 

deletions and how such things as metaphors and similes are translated. Moreover, the 

translations, both made by Marianne Turner, will be compared. The novels, written by Astrid 

Lindgren, have the Swedish titles Mio, min Mio (1960) and Lillebror och Karlsson på taket

(1974). 

1.3 Method and material

In order to make a comparison and evaluation of the translations of Mio, min Mio (1960) and 

Lillebror och Karlsson på taket (1955), the SL texts have been read parallel with the TL texts. 

Deficiencies of all kinds have been noted such as alterations, additions, deletions, purification, 

adaptations of names, food, flora and fauna, metaphors, similes etc.

    The material used in the examination of Mio, min Mio (1960) is the Swedish version of 

Astrid Lindgren’s novel and the English translation Mio, My Son (1984), translated by 

Marianne Turner. It was first published in 1956 in England.

    The material used in the examination of Lillebror och Karlsson på taket (1955) was printed 

in 1974, and the English translation of Karlsson-on-the-Roof in 1971. As earlier mentioned, 

this novel is also translated by Marianne Turner and it was first published in 1958.

    My method of analysis is mostly based on Klingberg’s (1986) theories about how a 

translator should translate children’s literature but it is also based on what I have learnt about 

translation and different translation methods during my study of this area. Thus, it is not only 

one theoretical method but several different ones that have influenced this analysis.

2 TRANSLATION

2.1 Translation theory

For centuries, theoretical reflection on translation was primarily focused on the problem of 

translating literary texts. It was considered problematic by certain scholars whose main 

argument was that it was impossible to translate texts into another language without damage, 

but there were also scholars who did not consider translations of literary texts a real problem 
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as long as poetry was left out of the discussion. Consequently, most contributions to 

translation theory in the past concerned the problem of translating literature. In addition, these 

early contributors were either literary scholars or practical translators, something that helps to 

explain the focusing on literary translation.

    The development of translation studies as a modern discipline during the last four decades 

has changed the attitude to translation theory, and it is only recently that something which 

could be called a linguistic study of translation has evolved. Now, scholars from various 

disciplines (linguists, semanticists, information theorists, logicians etc.) study both the process 

and the products of translation. This is a consequence of the fact that it is only in the last 

decades that linguistic theory has provided methods which are suitable for a strictly scientific 

analysis of translation as a communicative activity, or of translated texts as the result of this 

activity. This development has brought about growing insight into the variety of translated 

material and translation procedures that exist. Therefore, it is today “an area of study which is 

both more variegated in approach and more systematic in organization than ever before.” 

(Holmes, Lambert 1978:5)

    In the 1950s and 1960s, a formalist tendency dominated the literary studies where “the main 

emphasis lay on the linguistic and stylistic characteristics of literary texts.”  (Holmes, Lambert 

1978:6) During this time the study of specifically literary aspects of translation were given 

little notice, something that made the study of translation as a problem appear to be a domain 

for the linguist. 

    Today, functionalism which is a predominately pragmatic approach and in which the 

‘concept of literalness’ is more dynamic, has replaced formalism. In the functionalist approach 

the communicative function of the text and the different types of intermediation 

(interpretation, reproduction, re-creation etc.) and reception are important topics. (Holmes, 

Lambert 1978:5-7)

    When translation theory is spoken of, it can have both a narrow- and a wider sense. In a 

narrow sense, it is about using the right translation method for a specific type of text, and in a 

wider sense, it is everything that we know about translating, “extending from general 

principles to guidelines, suggestions and hints.” (Newmark 1988:9) Translation theory is as 

Newmark points out (1988:9), a set of principles “for translation and translation criticism” and 

it deals with complete texts, paragraphs, sentences, clauses, word groups, cultural and 

institutional terms, proper names etc. To begin with, translation theory identifies and defines a 

translation problem, secondly, the factors which have to be taken into account when a problem 
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is solved are indicated, and finally, all the possible translation procedures are listed, as well as 

the appropriate translation. (Newmark 1988:9)

2.2 Definition of a translation 

According to Lindquist (1989:18-19), a translation is a text which is:

1. Based on another text (the SL text), which is written in another language

2. Written with the purpose of making some aspect(s) of the source text available to a

    new readership 

3. Made in such a way and stands in such a relation to the source text that members

    of the target culture accept it as a translation

Lindquist (1989:19) also points out that “translations are secondary in relation to an original”, 

they are made for different purposes and they often stress different aspects of the source text. 

Sometimes there can even exist different translations of the same text, which all can be 

equally adequate.

2.3 The purpose of a translation

  The TL text should contain the same factual information as the SL text, i.e. it should tell 

    “the same story” and have the same referential meaning.

  The TL text should have the same overall literary qualities as the SL text, eg an equal 

    amount of expressive imagery, alliterations etc.

  The TL text should read as easily as the SL text

  The TL text should be as “entertaining” as the SL text

  The TL text should give a fair picture of the SL text, i.e. of its lexical and syntactic 

    variation, its division into sentences and paragraphs etc. (Lindquist 1989:67)

2.4 Children’s literature in translation

Today, there are, according to Klingberg (1986:7), only a few systematic studies of  “how 

children’s books are actually being translated and how they should be translated”. Since 

children’s books are literature, they should be treated and translated as literature. Translation 

of children’s literature requires of the translator an excellent knowledge of source and target 
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language as well as a good handling of the language. Moreover, a certain amount of creativity 

is needed.

    Compared to a translation of a book for adults, there are certain translation problems that 

are accentuated when children’s literature is translated. Thus, what is “brought to the fore 

here,” is the “struggle between consideration for the original text and regard for the intended 

readers.” (Klingberg 1986:10)

    The reason why this becomes so important is that there are conflicting pedagogical goals, 

where two of these goals can change the original text. One of the goals is to give the intended 

readers a text they can understand. Thus, this goal might tempt or oblige the translator to 

change or delete passages in the translated text since children usually know less about foreign 

cultures than adults. The other goal is to contribute to developing the child’s set of values. 

However, if the translator finds some of those values improper to pass on, s/he may choose to 

delete or change them. Hence, the goal is not reached.

    There are also two important aims with translating children’s literature. Firstly, it is to make 

more literature available to children, and secondly, it is to increase and broaden children’s 

knowledge and understanding of other countries and cultures. This second aim makes cultural 

adaptations, removals or changes in the TL text important, since when peculiarities of the 

foreign culture are removed, the young readers will not increase their knowledge and interest 

in other cultures. 

    When literature is written for children, special regard is often paid to such things as the 

interests, needs, reactions, knowledge and reading ability that the intended readers may have. 

(Klingberg 1986:7ff)

2.5 Adaptation and Cultural Context Adaptation in Children’s literature

Between the Swedish and English cultural areas, which are relatively closely related, there are 

not as many translation difficulties as those which can arise between cultures that are more 

distant from each other. 

    Klingberg (1986:11) uses the term degree of adaptation to indicate to which extent a text is 

adapted. Thus, the degree of adaptation is of interest when translations are studied as a help to 

check whether the degree of adaptation in the TL text is the same as in the original SL text. 

Sometimes when cultural elements in a SL text are not known, or familiar to the readers of the 

TL text, the translated text may be more difficult to understand and less interesting to children 
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in the TL culture. The degree of adaptation is then less in the TL text than in the original SL 

text. 

    Furthermore, in a translated text, the translator may have changed the degree of adaptation 

by using additions in order to clarify the text. Moreover, the translator sometimes deletes 

repetitions of words that the author has used with the aim to imitate children’s language. 

When these repetitions are deleted, the degree of language adaptation is also changed. 

    Readability testing (based on words and sentence length) and word frequency lists are 

methods often used to check the degree of language adaptation in the TL text compared with 

the SL text. Both methods have disadvantages, the former, when used with another language 

and the latter, because the lists do not “distinguish between different meanings of a word.”

    If the translator wishes to retain the degree of adaptation in the SL text in order to make it 

easier to understand or more interesting for the children in the TL culture, a further adaptation 

is made called cultural context adaptation. This type of adaptation does not incorporate the 

changes or deletions which are made in order to make the values in the SL text correspond 

with another set of values in the TL culture. According to Klingberg (1986:17), this kind of 

adaptation should be restricted to details and only be used when it is absolutely necessary. The 

SL text should always have priority and be as little manipulated as possible.

    Klingberg (1986:18) points out that there are different ways to effect cultural context 

adaptation such as using added explanations where a short explanation of the cultural element 

in the SL is added within the text. A rewording can be used where the cultural element from 

the SL text is explained but the word(s) is/are not present. Another solution is to use an 

explanatory translation, where the foreign name is left out and “the function or use of the 

cultural element is given” (18). An explanation can also be given outside the text in for 

example a footnote or a preface. Besides, a cultural element can be substituted to an 

equivalent or a rough equivalent in the TL culture.

    The adaptation methods Klingberg (1986:19) believes should be used primarily are those 

which explain the difficult cultural element. The adaptation methods which violate the SL text 

such as deletion of cultural elements and substitution of elements belonging to the context of 

the TL culture are methods not to be recommended. (Klingberg 1986:11-19,63ff) 
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3 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

3.1 Book titles

A brief SL title which accurately describes the content can be left as it is. It is however 

advisable that the title, if translated, bear some resemblance to the original, and if the title is 

descriptive, Newmark (1988:56) recommends that it should be “literally kept.” 

3.1.2 The book titles Mio, My son and Karlsson-on-the-Roof

SL
Mio, min Mio

TL
Mio, My Son (Sw. Mio, min son)

The Swedish SL title is Mio, min Mio and it has become Mio, My Son in the TL version. The 

reason for this change is hard to understand, since it would have been equally possible to 

translate the title as Mio, My Mio instead of changing it. On the other hand, it is a small 

change that is actually not worth mentioning. 

SL
Lillebror och Karlsson på taket

TL
Karlsson-on-the-Roof

The Swedish SL title is Lillebror och Karlsson på taket. This title is translated as Karlsson-

on-the-Roof in the TL version, a translation that is fairly accurate. However, the translator has 

chosen not to translate the beginning of the title, if he had, the accurate translation would have 

been Eric and Karlsson-on-the-Roof, since the name of the protagonist in the TL version is 

Eric. The translator might also have chosen to translate ‘Lillebror’ as ‘Little brother’ instead 

of ‘Eric’ and then the accurate translation would have been Little brother and Karlsson-on-

the-Roof.

3.2 Buildings and Food

If the aim of the translation is to increase the understanding of another culture and of its 

environment, the things which belong to the SL culture such as buildings, home furnishing 

and food should not be deleted, changed or substituted. Instead they should be translated as 

they are, for example ginger beer - ‘kolsyrad ingefärsdricka’, saft - ‘fruitsyrup or fruit juice’.

    In recent research, it has been shown that children usually take great interest in food and 

that the detailed description of it may be the explanation of the popularity of some of the 
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books. This interest in food may probably help to awaken children’s interest in foreign 

cultures. It is therefore important that the translator tells what the characters really eat and 

drink even if more words are needed in the TL text than in the SL text. (Klingberg 1986:38)

3.2.1 Buildings and Food in Mio, My Son and Karlsson-on-the-Roof

a) Buildings:

Mio, My Son:

SL
bibliotek (16)
barnhem (10)
sommarställe (23)
en koja (42)
stenhäll (167)

TL
library (16)
Children’s Home (10)
seaside cottage (21)
a hut (41)
a slab of rock  (165)

svart borg (90)
ruckel (93)
jordkula (111)

black fortress (88)
shack (91)
cave (108)

The names of buildings in Mio, My Son are mostly rendered accurately in the novel, as may be 

seen in the examples.

Det var också ett sådant där hus som finns i sagorna, en 
liten lustig stuga med halmtak på, ... (47)

It was the kind of cottage you read about in fairy tales, 
too - a sweet little cottage with a thatched roof ... (46)

Karlsson-on-the-Roof:

SL
bio (36)
fruktaffären (56)

TL
movies (32)
the sweet shop (42)*

tvättstugan (136) the basement (110)*

In Karlsson-on-the-Roof the translator has in most cases translated the names of buildings 

accurately. In the examined pages only two exceptions have been found. Both SL words are 

nouns that easily could have been translated in the TL. 

 The first one is the Sw. fruktaffären (Eng. ‘the fruit shop’ or ‘the fruiterer’s’) which is   

rendered as the sweet shop (Sw. ‘godisaffären’) in the TL.

 The other one is the Sw. tvättstugan (Eng. ‘laundry-room’ or ‘wash-house’) which in the TL 

simply is translated with the word basement (Sw. ‘källarvåning, källare’). The translation is a 

kind of simplification since laundry-rooms in Swedish bloc of flats usually are situated in the 

basement as in the novel Karlsson-on-the-Roof. Maybe laundry-rooms situated in the 

basement are less common in England.
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b) Food:

Mio, My Son:

SL
sockerbit (36)
brödkanter (43)
tunna pannkakor (43)
socker (43)
jordgubbssylt (30)
plättar (30)
skorpor (12)
pilsner (34)

TL
a lump of sugar (35)
crusts of bread (42)
pancakes (42)
sugar (43)
a jar of strawberry jam (29)
pancakes (29)
buns  (12)*
beer  (33)*

sockerdricka (25)
mjölk (30)

ginger beer (25)*
a bowl of thick cream (29)*

The different articles of food are mostly translated correctly and only a few exceptions can be 

found. The adapted articles are the SL skorpor, pilsner, sockerdricka and mjölk.

  The Sw. skorpa is an Eng. ‘rusk’ or ‘biscuit’, while an Eng. bun is a Sw. ‘bulle.’ In the SL 

text, Mio’s foster mother tells him to run down to the baker’s to buy some rusks, which in the 

TL has become buns.

  The Sw. word pilsner is ‘pilsner’ in English, while the Eng. word beer means ‘öl’ or 

‘maltdryck’ in Swedish. The translator probably preferred to use the word beer since it is a 

common drink in the TL culture.

  The Sw. word sockerdricka is ‘lemonade’ in the TL, while the TL ginger beer means    

‘(kolsyrad) ingefärsdricka,’ a drink that is slightly alcoholic. In the SL text sockerdricka is 

used in a phrase indicating the protagonist’s happiness when seeing all the beautiful things in 

the Rosegarden. Maybe the translator considered it improbable that anyone could feel so 

happy that he felt giddy after drinking lemonade, which is not alcoholic.

Mio blev nästan yr av allt det där vackra, det kändes 
som om hela han var full av sockerdricka. (25)

Mio felt giddy, as if he had drunk a lot of ginger 
beer. (25)

 mjölk (Sw.) = ‘milk’ (Eng.), thick cream (Eng.) = ‘grädde’ (Sw.)

Och hans mamma kom ut med ett stort fat 
plättar och jordgubbssylt och mjölk, ...(30)

...and his mummy brought a large dish of pancakes, 
and a jar of strawberry jam and a bowl of thick 
cream. (29)

As seen in the previous example, mjölk (‘milk’) is drunk with the food in the SL text, but in 

the TL text, a bowl of thick cream is eaten with the pancakes and no milk is drunk. This is 
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probably due to a misunderstanding on the part of the translator, since pancakes are often 

eaten with thick cream.

Karlsson-on-the-Roof:

SL
karameller (56)
karameller (56)
karameller (68)
syrliga karameller (65)
gelé hallon (65)
godsakerna (57)

TL
sweets (47)
gumdrops (47)
candies (57)
sour balls (55)
gumdrops (55)
sweets (48)

mandelmusslor (57)
muckelimuck-medicin (65)
köttbullar (23)
köttbullsos (25)
ärter och plättar (24)
vetebröd (50)
tårta (56)
bullar (134)

macaroons (48)
cure all Medicin (55)
cooking (22)*
smell of fried onions (24)* 
stay for dinner  (23)*
-  (43)*
-  (47)*
cakes (107)*

gräddtårta (156) whipped cream (125)*

In Karlsson-on-the-Roof the translator has omitted to translate certain dishes and food. If the 

aim is to increase the understanding of another culture, the translator should have translated 

these dishes (and the smell of them) instead of deleting them. Thus, as Klingberg (1986:38) 

puts it, the children’s interest in foreign dishes will not be awaken.

  In the TL text köttbullar is simply referred to as cooking, which in the SL means   

‘tillagning, matlagning; kokning, stekning’ even though an accurate translation is possible.    

The Sw. word köttbulle is ‘meatball’ or ‘forcemeat ball’ in English.

Det är aldrig bra att störa mammor, när de steker 
köttbullar. (23)

It is never good policy to disturb mothers when they 
are cooking. (22)

  The translator has also chosen to translate the SL köttbullsos (Eng. ‘smell of meatballs’) as 

smell of fried onions.

Där stod mamma vid spisen i rutigt förkläde och i det 
allra härligaste köttbullsos. (25)

Mommy was standing by the stove in a checked apron, 
surrounded by the most delicious smell of fried onions.  (24)

  The Swedish dish ärter och plättar, ‘pea soup and pancakes’, has not been translated in the    

TL text.

- Snälla mamma, Krister och Gunilla kan väl få lite
ärter och plättar också? (24)

“Could Bridget and Christopher possibly stay for 
dinner, Mommy?” (23)
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  Neither the Sw. word vetebröd (Eng. ‘wheat bread’ or ‘white bread’) nor the Sw. word   

tårta (Eng. ‘cake’) have been translated in the TL.

  The Sw. word bullar is ‘buns’ in Eng, while the Eng. word cakes means ‘kakor’ in Sw.    

This is also a word that easily could have been translated in the TL. In Sw. we often eat buns 

when we visit people and we often bake them at home, maybe not as often nowadays as earlier 

when more women stayed at home taking care of the household. Thus, eating and baking buns 

is a typically Swedish phenomenon. In the TL countries people do not eat buns or cinnamon 

buns as often as we do, they eat and bake cakes instead.

- Säg åt honom att baka lite bullar också, sa han 
hånfullt.  (134)

“Tell him to bake some cakes!” he said scornfully.
Karlsson. (107)

  The Sw. gräddtårta has in the TL become whipped cream instead of ‘cream gateau’ or 

‘cream cake’. 

…gräddtårta långt upp över öronen… (156) …whipped cream up to his eyes… (125)

3.3 Flora and Fauna

When the names of plants and animals etc. are translated, it is essential that they are not 

replaced by others more common in the TL culture. They should be retained in the TL since 

they contribute to the understanding of the foreign environment. (Klingberg 1986:40)

3.3.1 Flora and Fauna in Mio, My son and Karlsson-on-the-Roof

Mio, My Son:

SL
aspar (79)
törnrosor (22)
grönskande lund (59)

TL
poplars (77)*
wild roses (23)*
meadow (58)*        (3.5.1 geographical setting)

The names are in most cases translated accurately; however, there are some that are adapted. 

Only those found in the examined pages that are adapted, will be shown here.

   To begin with, the Sw. word asp, has become poplars, even though the Eng. word for     

asp is aspen.  (the Eng. word asp = a small poisonous snake)*

   The Sw. word törnros is rendered as wild roses (Sw. ‘vilda rosor’); instead briar (bush)    

should have been used.
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  Sw. lund is a ‘grove’ and not a meadow (Sw. ‘äng’), and the Sw. grönskande is ‘verdant’ in 

Eng., thus we have a verdant grove corresponding to the SL grönskande lund.

Karlsson-on-the-Roof

In the examined pages only two names of trees belonging to this category were found. Both 

names are translated correctly.

3.4 The translation of names

Personal names without any special meaning which belong to everyday language ought not to 

be altered or changed when they are translated (Klingberg 1986:43). And both their first name 

and their surname should be transferred so that their nationality will be preserved (Newmark 

1988:214). However, in children’s books, the general rule is sometimes obstructed and this is 

usually due to cultural context adaptation. If a name is adapted, it may be changed to a form 

more used in the TL language.

    Fictitious personal names that are often names of non-naturalistic characters are more 

common in children’s books. They may be changed since the special melodious ring has to be 

saved. However, if a transliteration is made of a fictitious name, it has to be done carefully 

according to the rules of the TL, so that wrong associations will be avoided, eg. Teebeth

(Eng.) - Tibit or Tibeth (Sw.).  (Klingberg 1986:46ff)

    Titles may be translated or given in the SL form. Titles such as Mr, Mrs, Miss are 

sometimes kept when an English text is translated into Swedish since they are familiar to the 

Swedish readers. However, the Swedish titles are seldom known to the English readers, hence, 

they should be translated.  (Klingberg 1986:48) 

3.4.1 The translation of names and titles in Mio, My Son and Karlsson-on-the-Roof

The names are divided into three groups depending on whether they are transferred, 

transliterated, changed to a form more used or familiar in the TL or fictitious. In the fourth 

group, the way the translator has rendered titles is looked upon. 
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Group A; Transferred or transliterated names

Mio, My Son:

SL
tant Lundin
Eno

SL
Mrs. Lundy*
Eno

Lundin or Lundy is not a name, it is a surname which has been transliterated, probably with 

the aim to make it easier to pronounce in English. But according to Newmark (1988), the 

surname should have been kept as it was, so that Mrs. Lundin’s nationality had been 

preserved. The SL word tant is usually translated as Mrs. when used with the surname.

Karlsson-on-the-Roof

SL TL
Karlsson på taket
Bettan (5)

Karlsson-on-the-Roof
Betty (7)*

Susann (84) Susie (70)*
Oskar (85) Oscar (71)
Krister (24) Christopher (23)*

The names in this group have mostly been transliterated. The aim is probably to make them 

sound more English but at the same time they no longer sound Swedish.

Group B; Names that are changed

Mio, My Son:

SL
Bo “Bosse” Vilhelm Olsson
Bengt “Benka”

TL
Karl Anders “Andy” Nilsson*
Benjamin “Ben”*

Janne
farbror Sixten
tant Edla

Buster*
Uncle Olaf or Uncle Hector*
Aunt Hulda*

The names in this group have been adapted to a certain extent.

 Bo “Bosse” Vilhelm Olsson has become Karl Anders “Andy” Nilsson. Both the SL original 

names and the TL new names sound Swedish. In the SL text the hypocoristic (pet name) 

Bosse is used for Bo and it would then, if that name had a bad ring in English, not have been 

unreasonable that Willy the SL middle name had been used instead. In this case, however, the 

translator has chosen to change the name(s) completely and the middle name Anders has 

become the English hypocorism Andy. One aim of a translation is to keep the national 

character of a name, and this has been done to a certain extent even though the name is 
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changed. Thus, the question is then why the translator has chosen to change the name since it 

would have been easier to transfer the name as it was.

  Bengt “Benka”, this name has lost its Swedish character and it has been anglicized to 

Benjamin “Ben”. In this case, the Swedish sounding name Bengt might have been kept and 

the translator could have used the hypocorism Ben.

  Janne is a name that probably would have sounded weird to the English readers, but Janne

is the hypocorism for Jan, a name that is closer to the SL name. The chosen TL name Buster, 

is an English name without any resemblance to the SL name.

  Farbror Sixten, here the SL name has been changed to the Norwegian Olaf  (Sw. Olof). 

The reason for the change may have been that the SL name Sixten sounds very much like the 

English numeral sixteen. However, the translator has managed to duplify farbror Sixten, so 

that he has become two uncles, consequently having two names. In order to defend the 

translator, the error only appears in one sentence  (Lindgren1984:10), and farbror Sixten’s 

name in the TL is Uncle Olaf in all the other sentences.

Det var bara tant Edla och farbror Sixten som sa Bo 
Vilhelm åt mig. Ja farbror Sixten han sa egentligen 
ingenting. (10)

It was only Aunt Hulda and Uncle Olaf who 
called me Karl Anders. Well, Uncle Hector never 
really called me anything.  (10)

  Tant Edla or Aunt Hulda, both the SL name and the TL name sounds Swedish so why has 

the translator changed the name? Both names are foreign and they are probably both difficult 

to pronounce.

    In Swedish, farbror and tant are titles used for elderly people. Farbror may be used as a 

kinship term, i.e. the brother of one’s father or the husband of one’s father’s sister, while tant

is not a kinship term.

    In English an uncle is the brother of one’s father or mother, or the husband of one’s aunt, 

while an aunt is the sister of one’s father or mother or the wife of one’s uncle. But, in English 

the terms uncle and aunt can be used by children in an informal situation in front of a first 

name to adress or refer to an adult, a woman or a man who is a friend of one’s parents. 

(OALD 1995) In the novel Mio, My Son neither aunt Hulda nor uncle Olaf are related to Mio 

(Andy), they are his foster parents and nothing else. Since the terms uncle and aunt also refer 

to people which are not relatives, the translation is correct.
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Karlsson-on-the-Roof:

SL TL
Svante “Lillebror” Svantesson Eric Ericson*
Bosse 
Gunilla 

Bobby 
Bridget 

Pelle 
Klas 

Roger 
Claude 

Fille 
Rulle 
Kirre 

Cosh *
Ruffy* 
Jack *

Gull-Fia Curliwig *

In this group the names have been adapted in the TL version. Some of the names such as the 

SL names Lillebror/Svante, Gunilla, Pelle, Fille, Rulle, Kirre and Gull-Fia are entirely 

changed in the TL. The names are in most cases changed in the TL to a more English 

sounding name, or to a form that is more used in the TL. The translator M. Turner has not 

chosen to transfer the names, hence their nationality is not preserved.

 The protagonist in the novel is called Lillebror, a name that easily could have been 

translated with Little brother in the TL. His real name is Svante but he is called Lillebror since 

he is the youngest child in the family. In this case the translator has chosen to use the name 

Eric, a name that bears no resemblance to the SL name Svante, a Sw. sounding name.

 Fille, has become Cosh (Eng. ‘gummibatong’).

 Gull-Fia, a little baby, has in the TL become Curliwig, which in the SL means ‘lockig 

peruk’ (curly= lockig, krullig, wig=peruk). This name is however not the baby’s real name. It 

is only a name that Karlsson and Eric use. The translator could have chosen to translate the SL 

Gull (Eng. ‘Love, Sweetie or Darling’).

Group C; Fictitious personal names

Mio, My Son:

SL
Kato
Minonna-Nell
Mio
Milimani
Nonno

TL
Kato
Minonna-Nell
Mio
Milimani
Nonno

Jum-Jum
Jiri

Pompoo*
Totty*
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None of the names in this category are ordinary Swedish names. They were all invented by the 

author. Most of the names in this group are simply transferred to the TL text with two 

exceptions, Jum-Jum and Jiri.

  Jum-Jum has become Pompoo, maybe because the SL name does not sound like a name in 

the TL or because it may have a resemblance with an onomatopoetic word.

  Jiri probably sounded weird in English, thus the translator has chosen Totty instead, a name 

which bears no resemblance to the SL name. Another solution could have been to change the 

name to e.g. Jerry. Jerry is a closer counterpart to Jiri than Totty, but then of course, the 

fictitious sound is lost.

Group D; Titles

Mio, My Son:

SL
1. tant Lundin
2. prins Mio

TL
Mrs. Lundy
prince Mio

3. farmor
4. riddar Kato

Grandmother or Grannie
Sir Kato*

The first title has been transferred to its TL equivalent, the second, and third, have been 

translated, and the fourth has been somewhat changed.

  The TL word for riddare is knight or chevalier, while Sir means herrn in Swedish. Thus, 

Knight Kato, Chevalier Kato or perhaps the Knight of Outer Land (the kingdom where Kato 

reigns) would have been a more appropriate name. A possible explanation of the translator’s 

choice of Sir, is that she considered the translation of riddare to knight or chevalier, too 

heavy, and that Sir sounded better.   

3.4.2 Names and descriptive terms for animals 

Names of domestic animals should only be translated when they have a descriptive meaning 

e.g. Prince - Prins, Pricken - Spot. (Klingberg 1986:49)

a) Names of animals

Mio, My Son:

SL
1. Miramis
2. Sorgfågel

TL
Miramis
Sorrowbird
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3. Kalle Punt Charlie*

In this group, the first name is simply transferred, while the second name Sorgfågel is 

translated into the TL.

  The third name Kalle Punt is partly transferred into its TL equivalent so that Kalle, the 

hypocorism of the Swedish name Karl, has become Charlie. Hence, the translator has simply 

ignored to translate or transfer Punt.

Karlsson-on-the-Roof:

SL
1. Joffa 

TL
Joffa 

2. Bimbo Bimbo 
3. Ricki 
4. Bobby 

Rickey *
Toby *

5. Staffan Ahlberg Stephen Nicholson *

In this group the first two names are transferred (Joffa, Bimbo), the third name is transliterated 

(Ricki - Rickey) and the last two names are completely changed (Bobby - Toby, Staffan 

Ahlberg - Stephen Nicholson).

b) Descriptive terms for animals

Mio, My Son:

SL
de förtrollade fåglarna
de vita fåglarna

TL
the Bewitched Birds
the white birds

den lilla fölungen the little foal

In this group, the descriptive terms are simply translated from the SL into the TL.

Karlsson-on-the-Roof:

SL TL
1. små guppifiskar the little fishes *
2. en liten svart pudelvalp a little white poodle *
3. en liten strävhårig taxvalp a small wire-haired dachshund puppy 

In this group the first and the second name is somewhat changed, while the third is translated 

from the SL to the TL.

  The descriptive term små guppifiskar is rendered as little fishes even though it is possible to 

    translate the word guppi/guppy with the Eng. word ‘guppy’ (‘the little guppy fishes’). 
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  En liten svart pudel has in the TL become a little white poodle. The SL word svart is    

‘black’ in the TL, which means that an accurate translation is ‘a little black poodle’.

Det fanns visst en till, som ville följa med. Just när 
barnen skulle gå över gatan, kom en liten svart 
pudelvalp framkilande till Lillebror. (122-123)

There was someone else who wanted to come. As the 
children were starting to cross the street, a little white 
poodle came running up to Eric. (99)

3.4.3 Geographical names and geographical names belonging to a primary language

Geographical names in the SL text should be kept as they are. However, if a name contains 

diacritic marks, a transliteration can be used, e.g. Eksjö - Eksjoe, another solution is to omit 

the diacritic marks, e.g. Mjölby - Mjolby.

    In geographical names containing an appellative, the appellative may be either retained or 

translated, but the whole name may also be translated, e.g. Kyrkgränd - Church Alley. In some 

translated texts, street names are kept as they are, something which may be a bad solution 

since for example English speaking readers in such cases will not understand the meaning of a 

streetname or a place, e.g. Skogsstigen, Drottninggatan.

    When a name refers to a geographical phenomenon where the meaning may be obscure to 

the TL readers, it can be advisable to use a cultural context adaptation, e.g. Småland -

Smaland province, Siljan - Lake Siljan. Moreover, if a geographical name is more known to 

the SL readers than to the TL readers, a rewording can be used where the direction is given. 

(Klingberg 1986:50ff)

    Geographical names belonging to a primary language should according to Klingberg 

(1986:51), “either get the forms of the primary language, or the specific forms that they may 

already have in the TL” e.g. Prag - Prague. With street-names belonging to a primary 

language, the problem will be the same as with names belonging to a SL and they have to be 

translated, e.g. Store Kannikestraede - Great Kannike street or Canonstreet.

    Geographical names of fictitious countries should be changed if they have a melodious ring, 

otherwise what to do with the name has to be determined in each specific case. When the 

names in the SL text are transliterations, they should be changed according to the 

transliteration rules of the TL. On the other hand, if the names are translated into the SL, they 

should be translated into the TL e.g. Mezreel - Mesril, Nangijala - Nangiyala, Körsbärsdalen 

- Cherry Valley. If a name contains an appelative, the appelative has to be translated e.g. Cair 

Paravel - Slottet Paravel.
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Names that may give special associations to the SL readers but not to the TL readers should be 

explained or changed to an equivalent in the TL, e.g. Päronå - Pear river.  (Klingberg 

1986:51-52) 

a) Geographical names

Mio, My Son:

SL
1. Stockholm
2. Vaxholm
3. Drottninggatan

TL
Stockholm
Vaxholm
Queen’s Road

4. Upplandsgatan
5. Tegnérlunden

North Street*
the Park*

The first two geographical names are transferred, while the third name, a street-name in 

Stockholm, is translated. Finally, the translator has chosen to change the last two names. 

  Upplandsgatan which is a street-name, has become ‘North Street’ instead of  ‘Hinterland    

Street,’ even though it is possible to translate the SL word uppland with ‘hinterland.’

  Tegnérlunden, a park in Stockholm, has simply been rendered as ‘the Park’ in the TL. It is 

true that the place is a park, but why not transfer Tegnér, which is a Swedish surname to the 

TL as the Tegnér Park. Another solution is to translate the SL lund to the TL ‘grove,’the 

Tegnér Grove.

Karlsson-on-the-Roof:

SL TL
1. Stockholm 
2. Malmö 
3. Eskilstuna 

Stockholm 
Malmö 
Eskilstuna 

4. Göteborg Gothenburg 
5. Östermalm (81) a balcony a few streets away (68)*

The first three geographical names are transferred, while the fourth name has got the specific 

form that it already has in the TL, Gothenburg. 

  The translator has chosen a rewording for the fifth place, Östermalm, which is rendered as    

a few streets away. This is fairly accurate since the place is situated only a few streets away    

from where the story at that moment takes place. Maybe the translator chose the rewording    

to make it easier for children in the TL to understand where the place is.
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b) Fictitious geographical names

Mio, My Son:

SL
Dunkla Skogen
Gröna Ängars Ö

TL
the Forest of Moonbeams*
Greenfields Island*

The fictitious geographical names are mostly translated correctly but there are two exceptions. 

The first exception is Dunkla Skogen - ‘the Forest of Moonbeams.’ In English dunkel is 

‘dusky’ or ‘gloomy,’ and the forest could have been named Gloomy Forest instead. However, 

maybe the translator decided that a more poetic name would sound better and perhaps less 

scaring to the young readers.

    A dubious case is Gröna Ängars ö - ‘Greenfields Island,’ since the SL ängar may be 

translated with the TL ‘meadow,’ i.e. Greenmeadows Island. The chosen word field (‘fält, 

åker, äng, mark’), on the other hand, also corresponds to the SL word äng, and perhaps 

Greenfields Island sounds better than Greenmeadows Island.

3.5 Description of geographical setting

In children’s books, it is important that the geographical setting is rendered accurately when a 

text is translated. Otherwise the aim “to provide knowledge of a foreign environment” will not 

be reached. (Klingberg 1986:81) Even if the geographical setting is unimportant for the story, 

an adequate rendering is desirable. In those cases when an adequate rendering is a prerequisite 

for the understanding, an inadequate rendering is even more serious. Hence, it is an example 

of serious mistranslation since a correct translation is essential for the understanding of a story 

and for experiencing its atmosphere. Therefore, it is of great importance that the geographical 

setting is reproduced accurately in the TL text so that it allows the setting “to take shape 

slowly, keeping pace with the book’s heroes.” (Klingberg 1986:81-86)

3.5.1 Description of geographical setting in Mio, My Son and Karlsson-on-the-Roof

In the material examined, the geographical setting is usually rendered accurately and there are 

only a few TL sentences that deviate from the original SL text. The examples found in the 

examined pages are listed in two groups. In the first group (A), are sentences where the SL 

and TL texts differ semantically in some way and in the second group (B), sentences with 

deleted parts are placed.
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Group A; Semantic Change

Mio, My Son:

1. - Här har vi en grönskande lund åt din Miramis... 
(59)

“Look, here is a meadow for Miramis... (58)

2.Jum- Jum och jag satte oss vid bordet utanför gaveln. 
(30)

Pompoo and I sat down at the table in the garden... 
(29)

  In the first sentence, the geographical setting is not rendered accurately since the SL

grönskande lund corresponds to the TL a ‘verdant grove’ which is not the same as a meadow

(äng). The content is changed and even though it is equally possible for Miramis (a horse) to 

graze in a meadow as well as in a grove, the TL reader’s experience of the setting differs from 

the SL reader’s.

  In the second sentence, the problem is the same as in the first sentence and the words 

utanför gaveln (‘outside or in front of the gable’) has become ‘in the garden’ (‘i trädgården’) 

in the TL text. This is probably due to a translation error since the two words in certain ways 

resemble each other, gavel - garden. Hence the content and the geographical setting is 

changed.

3. Någonting grått och underligt och gammalt var 
det över huset och över träden och allra mest över 
brunnen, där vi satt i en ring på brunnskanten. (66)       
(where we sat in a circle on the edge of the well.)*
                                               (my translation)     

...and there was something grey and eerie and 
ancient about the cottage and the trees, and most of 
all about the well. (62)

  In the third sentence a phrase is deleted, a phrase that helps to describe the setting. The 

sentence is prerequisite for a better understanding of the scene. The deletion should not have 

been made since the phrase is possible to translate. Below the marked line, a translation of the 

deleted phrase is inserted within brackets.

Karlsson-on-the-Roof:

1. - En balkong på Östermalm! (81)

2. Men han hade trassel med petmojen, så han kom till 
   en gammal majorska borta på Kungsholmen istället…
  (127)

”A balcony a few streets away!” (68)

But he had some trouble with the dial, and an old lady 
at the other end of town answered instead. (102)

The geographical setting is not much mentioned in the book since it mostly treats the 

relationship between the protagonist, Eric, and Karlsson. In the examples found where the 
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geographical setting had been rendered differently than in the SL, the translator has chosen to 

translate the TL areas in Stockholm with explanations to where the places are situated 

compared to where the scenes take place.

  In the first sentence the SL på Östermalm is translated with the TL ‘a few streets away’, and 

in the second sentence, the SL på Kungsholmen is translated with the TL ‘at the other end of 

town’. In both cases the translator has chosen a rewording or explanation, probably to make it 

easier for the children in the TL to understand where the the places are situated since they 

most likely are not familiar with the different locations in the Swedish capital Stockholm. 

Group B; Deletions

Mio, My Son:

Och han tog mig vid handen och förde mig till ett hus i 
närheten. Ett vitt litet hus med halmtak på, ... (59)

He took my hand and led me to a white thatched 
cottage. (58)

Jag stod där mitt på golvet i stugan och hörde genom 
det öppna fönstret, hur Sorgfågel sjöng utanför. (82)

I stood and listened to the song of Sorrowbird which 
came through the open window. (80)

In these examples, the rendering of the geographical setting is not altered, but the deletions are 

unnecessary and the deleted words could easily have been translated.

4 ALTERATIONS IN THE TRANSLATION

4.1 Alterations 

When a translation of fictitious prose is made it inevitably means a “new birth in a new 

tongue”, because the original SL text is often changed in some ways so that the original can 

never be fully retained. This means that the text usually is “subjected to a series of changes” 

such as alterations, deletions, additions etc., where some of the changes can be more or less 

radical. (Nida 1964:233) 

    The alterations made in a text may according to Nida (1964:233), vary from “the simplest 

problems of correspondence in sounds to the most complicated adjustments in idiomatic 

phrases.” The ways of classifying the alterations which Nida uses are: sounds, categories, 

word classes, order of elements, clause and sentence structures and semantic problems 

involving exocentric expressions. 
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4.1.1 Altered meaning in Mio, My Son and Karlsson-on-the-Roof

The alterations are divided into different groups depending on whether other words are used, 

the sentence is modulated or a semantic change has occurred.

Group A

In this group, the context is not really changed, but the SL word(s) has been changed.

Mio, My Son:

... för jag hade själv varit utan så länge, så jag visste 
hur ledsamt det var. (28)

... because I had been an orphan so long that I knew 
what it was like to be without one. (27)

Hon ville egentligen ha en flicka, ... (10)

Jag är så glad, att jag kom tillrätta till sist. (20)

She wanted to adopt a girl, ... (10)

I am so glad that I’ve come home at last. (20)

Vi gick ut genom dörren. (86) We went out of the cottage. (84)

Karlsson-on-the-Roof:

- Vi ska inte ha några mer Karlsson-fantasier nu, 
Lillebror! (32)

-Men jag som har byggt tornet med dom här stackars 
små händerna! (39)

That’s quite enough about Karlsson, Eric.” (29)

“But think of poor little me, building that tower with 
my own hands!” (34)

Lillebror steg upp från bordet, mätt och belåten och 
plötsligt mycket nöjd med sin värld. (52)

- Vad jag är glad för det, sa mamma. (52)

- Å, vad jag har väntat, sa Lillebror. (54)

Eric rose from the table, and, after the good snack, 
suddenly felt very pleased with his world. (45)

”That’s nice,” said Mommy. (45)

”I thought you were never coming,” said Eric. (46)

Group B; Modulation

In the expression used below, a type of modulation is used, in which a negative SL expression 

is turned into a positive TL expression. It is often optional for the translator to use this type of 

modulation, but sometimes the use of it is linked with the language structure. (Venuti 

2000:89)

Mio, My Son:

Jag var inte så dum, att jag sa någonting till Benka, ... 
(23)

I had the sense not to tell Ben, ... (24)

Jag kunde inte svara, för att jag kände mig så underlig, I couldn’t answer. I felt as if I were going to cry, and 
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nästan som om jag höll på att bli ledsen, och ändå var 
jag ju inte alls ledsen utan tvärtom. (25)

yet I wasn’t at all sad, I was very happy. (24)

Karlsson-on-the-Roof:

In the examined pages no modulated sentences have been found.

Group C; Semantic change

Mio, My Son:

Miramis kastade sig rätt in i hopen, och de satte iväg 
tvärs över en öppen glänta i skogen. (75)

Miramis joined them eagerly and they ran off together 
through an open glade in the forest. (73-74)

Jag ville ge Jiri  den lilla silverskeden, ... (64) I gave the little silver spoon to Totty, ... (62)

Det var alltid någon de skulle vara elaka mot, någon 
som inte fick vara med och leka. (61)

They always were against somebody, and that one 
was left out of the games. (59)

Jag skulle önska att tant Edla fick se, hur stor och stark 
och brun och frisk jag är nu för tiden. (70)

Min fader konungen tittade så underligt på mig. (71)

Aunt Hulda ought to see how big and strong and 
sunburned and healthy I am now. (68)

My  father the King looked at me intently. (69)

De vita fåglarna flydde till sina bon. (55)

Just då kom min fader konungen. (33)

The white birds flew in alarm to their nests; ... (53)

Then I saw that my father the King was by my  side. 
(32)

Fast jag vet inte riktigt, hur jag skulle skriva till Benka. 
(22)

I don’t quite know how to explain it to Ben, though. 
(22)

För jag ville ha någon som var lika gammal som jag att 
dela allt det här med. (25)

I did so want somebody of my own age to share my 
happiness with. (25)

Det var alldelens tyst ett ögonblick. (17) He was silent for a moment. (17)

Karlsson-on-the-Roof:

Lillebror började stamma. (39) Eric was taken back. (34)

Fullt så lugn skulle hon nog inte ha varit, om hon riktigt 
hade satt sig in i vad det var Lillebror sa. (52)

She would not have felt so happy if she had taken in 
fully what Eric was saying... (45)

Valpen viftade på svansen och såg ut som om han 
tyckte det han också. (123)

The puppy wagged his tail and looked as if he thought 
the same of Eric.

Säg åt honom, att han ringer hem till sin hushållerska 
och talar om, att han är bortsprungen. (127)

”Tell him to call up his master to say that he’s run 
away. (102)

- Det bestämmer vi, skrek Karlsson, annars är jag inte 
mé. (129)

”We’ll decide,” shouted Karlsson, ”or else I’m going 
home.” (103)
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Men sedan kom mamma upp från tvättstugan, och då 
blev allt så förfärligt sorgligt. (136)

But Mommy came up from the basement, and then 
everything suddenly went wrong. (110)

Han kastade en arg blick mot fönstret. (80) He frowned at the window. (67)

Group D

In this group, the TL rendering of the sentences has changed the content.

Mio, My Son:

Jo, ibland sa han: Du där, ge dig iväg ut, så jag slipper  
se dig. (11)

Yes! He did say, “Go away! I can’t stand the sight of 
you.” (10)

Till mig fick ingen komma, för tant Edla sa, att här ska 
inte vara något spring av ungar. (11)

Nobody was allowed to come home with me, because 
Aunt Hulda said she could not endure having children 
running in and out. (11)

In the TL text, Andy’s fosterparents appear meaner than in the original SL text.

Karlsson-on-the-Roof:

- Vi hade alfabetet, sa Lillebror hastigt. Hela långa 
alfabetet, och jag kan det – först kommer A och sen 
kommer alla dom andra bokstäverna! (35)

”The nine times-table,” said Eric briefly. ”The whole of 
it, and I know it – nine times one, and then come all the 
rest.” (31)

Det var tydligt, att det inte bara var Krister, som klippte 
till, när det behövdes. (48)

Evidently Christopher was not the only one who could 
be horrid. (42-43)

Lillebror hade aldrig förr varit uppe på något tak. Men 
ibland hade han sett gubbar som hölls och skottade ner 
snö och gick omkring på taken med ett rep om livet. 
(61)

Eric had never been on a roof before. But sometimes he 
had seen men up there, repairing tiles, and walking 
about with ropes around their waists to keep them from 
falling off. (51-52)

Varken Lillebror eller Gunilla eller Krister tyckte om 
Kirre, för han var så mallig. (130)

Neither Eric, Bridget, nor Christopher thought much of 
Jack; he was always bragging. (104)

Group E; Semantic change + adaptation

Sometimes an adaptation is used to create situational equivalence. Such an adaptation may be 

used when the SL text in the TL, if translated literally, would introduce an element into the TL 

which is not present in the SL. Such a thing may occur if the English SL sentence, He kissed 

his daughter on the mouth is translated into French, where it would be unacceptable for a 

father to kiss his daughter on the mouth even if the situation in the SL is that of a loving father 

returning home and greeting his daughter. This rendering would in French be an 
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overtranslation while a more appropriate translation would be ‘Il serra tendrement sa fille dans 

ses bras.’ (Venuti 2000:91)

Mio, My Son:

1. Men hon hade sådana där djupa gropar i sina 
runda kinder precis som tant Lundin hade, och 
hon tog mig under hakan precis som tant Lundin 
gjorde den där gången, när hon sa: Ajö, ajö, Bo 
Vilhelm Olsson. (29-30)

She had just the same kind of deep dimples in her 
round cheeks, and she stroked me just as Mrs. 
Lundy had when she said, “Good-by, Karl Anders 
Nilsson, good-by.”(29)

2. Hon tog mig under hakan och tittade så 
underligt på mig länge länge. (12)

She stroked my cheek and looked at me intently
for a long time. (12)

In the first and second sentence, adaptation to create situational equivalence may have taken 

place, since the SL phrase tog mig under hakan in the first two sentences has been translated 

into the TL as ‘stroked me’ or ‘stroked my cheek.’

3. - Ja, sa Jum-Jum, och han höll så hårt om 
mig,och jag tänkte att han var min bästa vän. (42)

“Yes,” said Pompoo affectionately, and I knew he 
was my best friend... (40)

In the third sentence, the SL phrase …och han Jum-Jum höll så hårt om mig is translated 

with the word ‘affectionately’ which does not create any equivalence with the original 

message. The SL situation where one of the boys gives the other one a comforting, friendly 

hug does not exist in the TL.

Karlsson-on-the-Roof:

…och Bettan skulle sitta i vardagsrummet och kuttra…
(36)

…and Betty was going to be a grand lady in the sitting 
room… (32)

Sitta och kuttra is according to Bonniers svenska ordbok (1994), when two persons ‘speak 

tenderly to each other and heart-to-heart’ or ‘sit necking’. The semantic content is changed.

Maybe the translator found it inappropriate to translate that Betty, a teenager, would sit alone 

with her boyfriend in the sitting room, while her parents went to the cinema.

Group F; Translation of physical reaction

Mio, My Son:

In these sentences, the physical sensations that Mio, the protagonist, experiences are rendered 

differently in the TL than in the SL. Perhaps, the translator in some of the TL phrases has 

chosen a more idiomatic phrase instead of translating literally.
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Men jag frös så konstigt över hela kroppen. (14)

Jag darrade i hela kroppen. (16)

... but it sent shivers up and down my spine. (13)

I shook with fright. (17)

Det lät så svagt men ändå så starkt, att hjärtat började 
darra, när man hörde det. (22)

The music was faint but very clear, and it made me
tremble. (23)

- Vill han att jag ska gå, sa jag, och kunde inte hjälpa, 
att jag darrade lite på rösten. (84)

“Does he want me to go?” I asked with a choking 
feeling in my throat. (82)

Men Sorgfågel började sjunga igen, och det var en 
sång som nästan fick hjärtat att stanna i bröstet på mig. 
(85)

But Sorrowbird began singing again - a song that 
nearly broke my heart. (83)

- Jag vet inte om jag törs, sa jag.
- Mio, min Mio, sa min fader konungen. Har du inte ett 
frimodigt hjärta?  (37)

“I wonder if I dare ride him,” I said, doubtfully.
“Mio, my son, ”said my father the King, “you are 
brave. Don’t be afraid!” (36)

Karlsson-on-the-Roof:

Flera gånger visslade han förbi, och Lillebror stod där 
bara tyst och väntade och kände hur det kröp i magen
av spänning, för det är ju inte var dag det flyger små 
tjocka farbröder utanför fönstret. (10)

Several times he shot past. Eric stood silently watching, 
but he had butterflies in his tummy from the 
excitement. After all, it isn’t every day that a fat little 
man flies past your window. (12)

In this sentence, the translator has chosen a more idiomatic phrase instead of translating 

literally.

4.2 Purification

The term purification is used when deletions or changes of passages are made where the aim 

is to bring the values of the TL text into correspondence with the values in the SL culture. It 

usually concerns morals such as bad manners in children, erring adults, talk of human 

excretion, support of racial discrimination or slight touches of the erotic. 

    Purification in children’s books is mainly made to satisfy the adults (parents, teachers, 

librarians, critics) with regard to the supposed set of values they may have. However, there is 

no reason to believe that the set of values of another culture will be unintelligible or 

uninteresting to the readers in the TL culture.

    Purification in children’s books is a controversial question with both those who defend it 

and those who attack it. The defenders claim that the pedagogical goals that aim at 

contributing to the development of children’s values will be affected, if values that are not 

proper to pass on are not changed or deleted. On the other hand, the attackers of purification, 

point out that the goal which aims at increasing and broaden children’s knowledge and 
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understanding of other countries and cultures will not be fulfilled if foreign ideological and 

moral views are not present in the TL text. Moreover, when a book is purified something 

essential in the story may be lost. (Klingberg 1986:12,58ff)

4.2.1 Purification in Mio, My Son and Karlsson-on-the-Roof
    
Mio, My Son:
                                                                
1. - Ja, sa Jum-Jum, och han höll så hårt om mig, och 
jag tänkte att han var min bästa vän. (42)                 

“Yes,” said Pompoo affectionately, and I knew he 
was my best friend... (40)

2. När han fick se oss, tog han Nonno  flöjten från 
munnen och spottade ut lite spott, och sedan skrattade 
han och sa: Kommer ni nu igen? (45)

When he caught sight of us he put the flute down, 
laughed, and said, “Oh, it’s you again!” (43)

Only two cases of purification have been found in the examined pages, of which one case is 

dubious (the first example).

  In the first sentence, the SL …och han höll så hårt om mig (…and he held me tightly) has 

been altered to affectionately which means tillgivet in the SL. Maybe the translator considered 

it unfitting for two boys to hold each other tightly and was afraid that someone would suspect 

them of being homosexuals. Nevertheless, the change alters the content.

  The second sentence is a more evident case of purification. The ‘spitting scene’ is simply 

deleted since spitting is considered to be bad manners in children, and instead, Nonno only 

puts the flute down.

Karlsson-on-the-Roof

1. …och Bettan skulle sitta i vardagsrummet och 
  kuttra… (36)

…and Betty was going to be a grand lady in the sitting 
room… (32)

2. Hunden som kan göra allt. Ringa i telefonen, flyga, 
    baka bullar, prata, lyfta på benet…allting! (132)

…the dog who can do anything: telephone, fly, bake 
cakes, talk, scratch his ears…anything! (106)

3. Just då lyfte den lilla pudelvalpen verkligen på benet
   mot Kirres stol, och det blev en liten, liten pöl på 
   golvet. (132)

At that moment the little poodle actually sat down 
beside Jack’s chair and started to scratch his ear. (106)

Only three examples of purification have been found in the examined pages.

  In the first sentence, the SL situation where Betty, a 14-year old girl is going to …sitta i    

vardagsrummet och kuttra… (…sit in the sitting room and speak tenderly and heart-to-    

heart) with her boyfriend has been purified. Instead she is going to be a grand lady (Sw.  ‘stor 
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dam’) in the TL. The translator probably found it inappropriate in the TL for two teenagers to 

sit and speak tenderly to each other, especially when their parents are not at home.

  In the second example, the SL …lyfta på benet… (Eng. ‘lift his leg’) is rendered in the TL    

as scratch his leg (Sw. ‘klia sig bakom örat’). When a dog lifts his leg he usually pees, 

something the translator must have thought not suitable to translate. Hence, a purification.

  In the last sentence, the dog really pees in the SL, då lyfte den lilla pudelvalpen…. på    

benet…och det blev en liten, liten pöl på golvet. A literal translation would have been ‘then    

the little dog…lifted his leg…and there was a little, little pool on the floor’. Instead, the dog    

in the TL, sat down…and started to scratch his ear which in Swedish means that he ‘satte    

sig ner…och började klia sig bakom örat’. Maybe the translator did not consider it appropriate 

for kids or perhaps their parents to read about a dog peeing on a chair.

4.3 Abridgements or Deletions

In TL texts there may be two types of abridgements, hidden abridgement and serious 

mistranslation. A hidden abridgement is a shortened text where nothing indicates that it is 

shortened. Sometimes the explanation is that a shortened version of the SL text has been 

translated. The only problem with such a translation is then why it was not published with an 

explicit statement. The other explanation may be that the translator has made the abridgement 

without instructions from the publisher. When a radical shortening of a translated text is made 

and not stated, the TL text is a falsification.

    However, if it is a minor abridgement, this can be due to the fact that minor abridgements 

as well as minor enlargements normally occur in a translation. Thus, even a slight shortening 

of a text can give unwanted consequences if it is not handled carefully. It tends to lead to 

inexact translation because when the text is shortened, the translator has to revise the text 

somehow, and things in the context that are essential can be lost. When a slight shortening or 

a deletion is made within a sentence “something of the author’s style is lost, even if only one 

or two words are cut out.”  (Klingberg 1986:79)

    Klingberg recommends that abridgements which damage content or form should be avoided 

as well as deletions within paragraphs. If the translator wishes to delete, then “whole 

sentences should be cut out” and if the translator wishes to shorten the average sentence 

length in order to make the text easier to read, he could divide the sentences instead of 

deleting “words and content within the sentence.” (Klingberg 1986:79)
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    Furthermore, the translator sometimes deletes repetitions of a word or words in the TL text. 

These repetitions usually serve the function of emphasis, unity and cohesion in the SL 

(Waard, Nida 1986:87). When deletions are made in the TL text, the author’s style may be 

altered. Thus, an abridgement is always a serious translation problem and should not be 

accepted. It is better if nothing should be cut out unnecessarily.    

    Nevertheless, deletions and semantic changes in dialogues can be the result of the 

translator’s wish to produce natural dialogue in the TL. Besides, the translator may be forced 

by the “properties of the language involved” to make partial deletions in a text. (Lindquist 

1989:86ff)

    Serious mistranslation is a “mistranslation when a correct translation is important for 

understanding the story or for experiencing its atmosphere.” This type of mistranslation is 

serious because the reading experience may be destroyed. (Klingberg 1986:12)

4.3.1 Deletions in Mio, My Son and Karlsson-on-the-Roof

Only some of the deletions found in Mio, My son and Karlsson-on-the-Roof will be shown. 

The deletions are divided into different groups depending on the extent of the deletion. 

Group A; Minor Deletions + Semantic Change

In the first group the deletions effect the semantic content somewhat, since significant 

information is deleted.

Mio, My Son:

Jag blev nästan rädd... (36)

Då tittade Jiri och hans syskon underligt på varann, och 
Jiri sa... (64)

- Mio, min Mio, sitter du här och skrattar, sa han. (30)

Det är bara Brunnen som viskar om kvällen, som minns 
dem allihop. (67)

I was frightened... (35)

Then Totty and his brothers and sisters looked at each 
other. Totty said,... (62)

“ Mio, my son! You’re laughing!” he said. (30)

“The Well that Whispers at Night remembers them 
all.” (64)

Karlsson-on-the-Roof:

Karlsson står stilla en stund, medan motorn går upp i 
varv. Och så – när motorn fått tillräcklig fart – så lyfter 
Karlsson och svävar iväg så fint och värdigt… (6)

Karlsson waits for a moment or two to let the engine 
warm up; then he accelerates, takes off, and glides on 
his way with all the dignity… (8)

- Lillebror, sa Lillebror. Fast egentligen heter jag 
Svante Svanteson. (11)

”Eric,” he replied. ”Eric Ericson.” (12)
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- Hur gammal jag är, sa Karlsson. Jag är en man i mina 
bästa år, det är det enda jag kan säga. (11)

”I?” said Karlsson. ”I’m a Man in his Prime, that’s all I 
can say.”

…och vred på knappen som satt ungefär mitt för hans 
navel. (17)

…and he turned the button in his middle. (17)

…och viftade obekymrat med sin lilla knubbiga hand. 
(15)

…and he waved his chubby little hand in the air. (16)

Sedan kysste hon honom lätt på plåstret och frågade… 
(50)

Then she kissed him lightly and asked… (43)

Group B; Deletions made within sentences + Semantic Changes

According to Klingberg (1986:79), deletions made within sentences are not to be 

recommended since they damage the content or form. In the exemplified sentences the content 

is affected more, and the deletions also affect the author’s style and the story as such. 

Furthermore, significant information is deleted in some of the sentences. Most deletions made 

within sentences were found in Mio, My Son.

Mio, My Son:

Mina ben var så glada och kunde inte vara stilla, och 
mina armar var så starka. (25)

My legs just wouldn’t keep still, and my arms felt very 
strong. (25)

- Ja, det kan jag väl göra, sa jag. (12)
Men allra mest var det Benka jag tänkte på, och jag 
gick en stund tyst för mig själv på en slingrande gång i 
rosengården och kände, hur sockerdrickan liksom rann 
ur kroppen på mig, och jag var lite ledsen och hängde 
med huvet. (25)

“Oh, yes,” I said. (12)
But most of all I thought of Ben. I walked slowly along 
a little winding path, with my eyes on the ground, 
feeling rather lonely (there didn’t seem to be any more 
ginger beer left in me); then I happened to look up. (25)

Nu har väl Benka honom ensam, kan jag tro, och det är 
bara bra. Det är bra för Benka, att han har Kalle Punt 
att trösta sig med nu när jag är borta. (35)

I suppose Ben has the horse all to himself now; I am 
glad that he has Charlie now that I’m gone. (35)

Det var Nonnos farmor, och hon slog ihop händerna
och sa:  - Å, en så vacker musik! (49)

She was Nonno’s grannie.
“Oh, what beautiful music!” she exclaimed. (46)

Han gnäggade vilt och galopperade vidare rakt fram 
mot döden, och hans hovar dånade. Vad jag var rädd.  
(58)

He just neighed wildly and galloped on with thundering 
hoofs, straight toward certain death. (56)

Men så hörde jag något. Ja, det gjorde jag. Jag hörde 
att det började viska nere i brunnen. (66)

Yes, I heard something - a whispering down in the 
well! (64)

Det fanns nästan ingenting, som jag tyckte så mycket 
om som just sagor, och jag la mig platt på magen över 
brunnskanten för att få höra mer av det som rösten 
viskade. (66)

I lay down flat on the edge of the well to hear more and 
more of the whispering voice. (64)

Inte göken naturligtvis, för den såg jag inte, men hans Of course, I didn’t see the cuckoo, because he was to 
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rop gjorde att allt det andra såg ännu vackrare ut än det 
annars skulle ha gjort. (23)

Jag var inte så dum, att jag sa någonting till Benka, 
men jag tänkte hela tiden tyst för mig själv: Det här är 
nog det vackraste som finns i världen. (23)

far away, but his calls made all the rest seem even 
lovelier. (24)

I had the sense not to tell Ben, but I kept thinking all 
the time, “I’m sure there can’t be anything in the world 
more beautiful than this. (24)

Om man ska tala riktigt sanning, så var ju förstås Kalle 
Punt inte alls vår häst utan bryggeriets. Vi bara låtsades 
att det var vår. Men jag för min del låtsades det så 
kolossalt, att jag nästan trodde det. (35)

Jag vet redan att du heter Mio, sa Jum-Jum. (28)
- Ett, två, tre, sa Nonno. Nu börjar vi. Och det gjorde 
vi. Vi satte igång och spelade en så skojig melodi...(48)
Du får leka på Gröna Ängars ö eller rida till Landet på 
andra sidan vattnet och bortom bergen precis som du 
vill. (55)

Of course, Charlie wasn’t our horse at all but the 
brewer’s; we just pretended he was ours
and I pretended so hard that I almost believed it. (34)

“I know,” said Pompoo.” (27)
“Let’s start,” said Nonno. “One, two, three!” We blew 
our flutes and played such a merry tune... (46)
You may play on Greenfields Island or ride to the Land 
on the Other Side of the Water and beyond the 
Mountains. (53)

...det var bara ett stort gap, där det inte fanns någon bro 
alls utan bara ett otäckt djup. (58)

There was a horrible gap with no bridge at all. (56)

Karlsson-on-the-Roof:

Vips vred han på knappen, som han hade på magen, 
motorn började surra, och Karlsson kom i glidflykt 
borta från sängen rakt mot tallriken. (27)

Presto, he turned the button, the engine started buzzing, 
and Karlsson glided from the bed straight past the plate. 
(25)

Han böjde sig ner och smekte valpen och lockade på 
honom och gav ifrån sig en hel massa små ömma 
läten,…  (123)

He stopped and stroked the puppy and made a lot of 
tender little sounds… (99)

- Dom får visst träffa honom, sa Lillebror triumferande. 
Efter maten. Han är inne i mitt rum nu. (30)

”They will,” said Eric triumphantly. ”After dinner. He’s 
in my room.” (27)

Group C; Deletion and emphasis

In Mio, My Son and Karlsson-on-the-Roof, Lindgren uses many of the rhetorical devices such 

as repetition, exaggerations and formulaic expressions. When these are not translated, the 

author’s language and style is altered and something of the flow from the original text is lost. 

However, most deletions found were made in Mio, My son, but only some of them will be 

shown here. Moreover, repetitions also serve the function of emphasis, unity and cohesion in 

the text. (Waard, Nida 1986:87)

Mio, My Son:

- De är så glada, sa Jum- Jum.
- Varför är de så glada, sa jag. (77)

“They’re excited,” said Pompoo.
“Why?” I asked. (75)
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Och jag kände att jag var rädd för riddar Kato. Så rädd, 
så rädd. (56)

I felt afraid of Sir Kato - terribly afraid. (54)

Och äpplet var av guld. Det var av guld, säger jag. Jag 
hade i min hand ett gyllene äpple. (14)

Miramis hovar dånade som åskan. Det var härligt 
alltihop, och snart skulle jag få se Landet på andra 
sidan vattnet, snart, snart. (57)

And the apple was made of gold! I had in my hand a 
golden apple. (13)

...his hoofs boomed like thunder. Soon I would see 
the Land on the other side of the Water. (55-56)

Jag hittade en liten sked i gräset under träden, en liten 
sked av silver. (63)

Ön, där min fader konungen har sitt slott, heter Gröna 
Ängars ö. Men den är bara en liten del av Landet i 
Fjärran. Bara en liten, liten del. (38)

In the grass under the trees I found a little spoon 
which was made of silver. (61)

The island where my father the King has his palace is 
called Greenfield Island; but that is only a small part 
of Farawayland. (37)

Karlsson-on-the-Roof:

Och det måste förhindras. Det måste till varje pris 
förhindras. (22)

And that must be prevented. (23)

…som allihop bara betydde, att den här valpen var den 
raraste, raraste, raraste hund som fanns. (123)

…which were all meant to say that this puppy was the 
nicest dog ever. (99)

Group D; Other changes

In this group the deleted parts are changed in some way. A phrase or a noun is often replaced 

by a pronoun and sometimes a phrase is simply changed. However, the change does not effect 

the content.

Mio, My Son:

Tant Edla och farbror Sixten höll mig aldrig i handen, 
ingen hade någonsin hållit mig i handen förut. (22-23)

Jag stod stilla och höll min fader konungen i handen. 
(24)

- Ja ursäkta, sa jag, för jag tänkte att min fader 
konungen kanske tyckte lika illa om att man skrattade 
högt som farbror Sixten och tant Edla gjorde. (30)

Aunt Hulda and Uncle Olaf never held me by the 
hand; no one had ever done it before. (23)

I stood still and clung to his hand. (24)

“ I’m sorry,” I said, because I thought that he disliked 
loud laughter as much as Uncle Olaf and Aunt Hulda 
did. (30)

Benkas mamma brukade göra sådana där pannkakor,
och jag hade fått smaka ibland. (43)

Ben’s mummy used to make them, and sometimes 
gave me one,... (42)

Jag önskar verkligen att jag kunde skriva till honom 
och berätta om vår koja, Jum-Jums och min. (43)

I do wish I could write him and tell him about it. (42)
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Group E; Serious mistranslation or translation errors in Mio, My Son

1. Det var väl någon av småungarna, som brukade leka 
i Tegnérlunden om förmiddagarna. (14)

... one of the small children who played in the Parks 
in the afternoons, I suppose. (16)

2. Ja, farbror Sixten han sa egentligen ingenting. Han 
talade just aldrig med mig. (10)

Well, Uncle Hector never really called me anything. 
He hardly ever spoke to me. (10)

  In the first sentence the Sw. förmiddagarna, is translated into ‘the afternoons,’ where a 

correct translation would have been ‘during the mornings.’

  The second example has already been discussed in 3.6.1. Uncle Sixten is both ‘Uncle     

Hector’ and ‘Uncle Olaf’ in the TL text.

Group F; Abridgement in Karlsson-on-the-Roof

In the novel, a larger abridgement is made in the TL, where a whole page is left untranslated. 

This affects the content as well as the reading experience.

    The text which is not translated is about Eric discussing marriages with his mother and 

whether he would have to marry his brother’s wife if his brother died, or if he could marry his 

own mother as a grown-up. However, his mother then reminds him that she is already married 

to his father. The discussion ends with Eric telling his mother that he then will marry Bridget 

instead since he has to marry someone.

Fast helst skulle han vilja gifta sig med mamma 
förstås… men det kanske inte gick.
När han hunnit så långt, kom han plötsligt att tänka på 
någonting, som gjorde honom orolig. Hör du, mamma, 
om Bosse dör, när han blir stor, måste jag gifta mig 
med hans fru då?
Mamma satte häpen ifrån sig kaffekoppen.
- Varför i all sin dar tror du det, sa hon.
Det lät som om hon tänkte skratta, och då blev Lillebror 
rädd att han hade sagt något dumt och ville inte tala om 
saken mer. Men mamma envisades:
- Varför tror du det?
- Jag har ju fått Bosses gamla cykel, sa Lillebror 
motvilligt. Och hans gamla skidor… och hanses 
skridskor som han hade, när han var så gammal som 
jag... och hans gamla pyjamas och gymnastikskor och 
allting.
- Men hans gamla fru ska du slippa, det lovar jag, sa 
mamma. Och hon skrattade inte, som tur var.
- Kan inte jag få gifta mig med dig istället, föreslog 
Lillebror.
_ Jag vet inte, hur det ska gå till, sa mamma. Jag är ju 
redan gift med pappa.
Ja, det var ju så sant…
- Vilken fenominal otur, att pappa och jag skulle bli 

He would much rather marry Mommy, though… but 
maybe it was not possible.
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kära i samma en, sa Lillebror misslynt.
Men då skrattade mamma och sa:
- Nej, vet du, det tycker jag var riktigt bra.
- Det säger du, ja, sa Lillebror. Men jag får väl ta 
Gunilla då, la han till. För nån måste man väl ha.
Han tänkte efter igen, och han tyckte inte, att det skulle 
vara alls roligt att bo tillsammans med Gunilla. Hon 
kunde nog vara marig ibland. (120-121)

He thought again and felt it would not be at all nice to 
live with Bridget. She could probably be pretty difficult 
sometimes. (98)

4.4 Addition

Addition is when the translator adds a word or a phrase to the original sentence. The added 

part may be redundant, i.e. give more information or be content relevant. (Engwall, 

Geijerstam 1983:258)

    Additions are usually together with deletions easy to discover in a translation. However, the 

semantic changes the translator has made can be difficult to classify. The changes can be 

unnecessary but sometimes they can be justified. The additions usually have pragmatic causes 

and may sometimes be necessary since the cultural or linguistic environment may differ 

between the SL and the TL. (Ingo 1991:254)

    In a translated text, many different types of additions may appear and some of the most 

common types are for example the filling out of elliptical expressions, obligatory 

specification, connectives, doublets or when additions are required because of grammatical 

restructuring etc. The different “addition types are a part of the structural alteration,” which 

sometimes makes the techniques difficult to isolate from each other. In the following lines 

some of the methods will be treated. (Nida 1964:227)

    An obligatory specification is in some translations required, so that ambiguity in the TL 

formations will be avoided or to avoid misleading reference.

          Om ditt hjärta blir tungt, så tänk inte mer på honom, sa jag. (56)
          I said to my father the King, “If it makes your heart heavy, don’t think any more about him. (54)
          (Lindgren 1960)

Additions required by grammatical restructuring often occur when there is a shift in word 

classes. Some of the most radical additions are produced when there is a shift from nouns to 

verbs, because when a verb is used, there is usually a need to specify the participants.

Connectives or transitionals are when segments of the preceding text are repeated. This type 

of addition is common in many languages. In the example below, the underlined sentence is a 

connective;
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          He went up to Jerusalem. There he taught the people. (SL text)
          He went up to Jerusalem. Having arrived there, he taught the people. (TL text)   (Nida 1964:230) 

Transitionals “do not add information” they only serve “to orient the reader constantly.”   

(Nida 1964:227-230)

    Furthermore, explanatory additions are sometimes used in translations when the SL reality 

is little known to the TL culture. (Dollerup, Gottlieb, Hjörnager-Pedersen 1994:181)

4.4.1 Additions in Mio, My Son and Karlsson-on-the-Roof

Only some of the additions found in the novel Mio, My son will be presented here. The 

additions are divided into four groups depending on whether the additions are; a. connectives, 

b. obligatory specification, c. minor additions or d. larger additions. When the TL text 

contains the latter type of additions, a semantic change often occurs and the content of the 

original text is altered. In these cases the additions are unnecessary and in most cases it would 

have been possible to translate the sentences accurately.

Group A; Connectives or transitionals

In this group, the added part(s) serves to clarify and to orient the reader, but there is no actual 

adding to the semantic content. The added part(s) does not affect the semantic content. Only 

some of the additions found in the two novels will be presented here. 

Mio, My Son:

Jag fick för mig, att det satt barn tillsammans med sina 
pappor och mammor överallt där det lyste. (14)

It seemed to me that behind every window with a 
light shining from it there were children at home
together with their daddies and mummies. (14)

Jag la det försiktigt på bänken bredvid mig, medan jag 
funderade. (14)

I put the apple carefully on the seat beside me and
left it there while I thought. (14)

Min fader konungen öppnade en liten port, och vi gick 
in. (23)

My  father the King opened a door in the wall, and we 
went in. (23)

Inte göken naturligtvis, för den såg jag inte, men hans 
rop gjorde att allt det andra såg ännu vackrare ut... (23)

Of course, I didn’t see the cuckoo, because he was 
too far away, but his calls made all the rest seem even 
lovelier. (24)

Sedan byggde vi oss en koja i rosengården, Jum-Jum 
och jag, och vi satt inne i den och åt... (43)

Afterwards Pompoo and I built ourselves a hut in the 
Garden of Roses; when it was ready, we sat in it and 
ate ... (42)

Jum-Jum och jag hoppade av och stod under ett träd... 
(75)

Pompoo and I jumped off his back and stood under a 
tree... (75)
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Där låg Dunkla skogen, och månen lyste över den, ... 
(73)

The Forest of Moonbeams lay in front of us in the 
light of the moon. (72)

Karlsson-on-the-Roof:

- Om det slinker med en och annan liten fisk, det är en 
världslig sak. (54)

”And if a fish or two slips down your throat, it’s a small 
matter.” (46)

Och det betydde, att han måste tömma spargrisen. Den 
stod på bokhyllan, tung och präktig. (56)

And this meant that he must empty the money box 
which held his savings. It stood on the bookshelf, heavy 
with coins. (47)

Sedan sprang Lillebror ner i fruktaffären och köpte 
karameller och choklad för nästan alltsammans. (56)

Lillebror hade aldrig förr varit uppe på något tak. Men 
ibland hade han sett gubbar som hölls och skottade ner 
snö och gick omkring på taket med ett rep om livet. 
(60)

When the box was empty, Eric ran down to the sweet
shop and spent nearly all his savings on gumdrops and 
chocolate. (47)

Eric had never been on a roof before. But sometimes he 
had seen men up there, repairing tiles, and walking 
about with ropes around their waists to keep them from 
falling off. (51-52)

Group B; Obligatory specification

In this group, the aim of the addition is to create greater specificity so that misleading 

reference or ambiguity in the TL text will be avoided. It is usually a pronoun in the SL that has 

been altered in the TL into for example a noun, a phrase or to a verb. Due to this, the TL text 

may contain more words but the semantic content is seldom changed.

Mio, My Son:

De tyckte, att det blev för mycket oväsen i huset... (10) They thought I made to much noise in the house... 
(10)

Och när jag förstod det, blev jag gladare än jag
hade varit förut någon gång i mitt liv. (31)

Att jag fick honom, gick till så här. (35)

And when I understood what my father the King had 
said. I was happier than I had ever been in all my life. 
(31)

You see, I have my Miramis with the golden mane, 
and this is how I got him: ... (35)

Vi var långt ovanför molnen... (18) We flew high above the clouds. (18)

Någon kom gående längs stranden. (18) A man came striding along the water’s edge. (19)

Men plötsligt dånade det inte längre. Jag hörde dem än, 
men det lät annorlunda. (58)

Suddenly the thundering stopped. I could still hear 
the sound of hoofs, but it was a different sound. (56)

Karlsson-on-the-Roof:

…sakta, sakta styrde tältet ditåt. (44) Slowly, slowly the tent moved in their direction. (39)
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Det lilla barnet skrek i himlens sky, och Lillebror 
sträckte ut armarna efter det. (78)

The baby was screaming its head off, and Eric put out 
his arms to take her from Karlsson. (66)

Group C; Minor additions + Semantic change

In this group, only one or two words are added in the TL text, but even though it is a minor 

addition the content is often changed somewhat.

Mio, My Son:

...jag var nästan rädd att ta bort träpluggen. (16)

Och jag växer och mår bra här i Landet i Fjärran. (20)

...I was almost too scared to pull out the wooden peg. 
(16)

I’m thriving and growing fast here in Farawayland. 
(20)

Han gnäggade vilt och galopperade vidare rakt fram 
mot döden, och hans hovar dånade. (58)

En sådan häst finns det nog ingen mer än jag som har. 
(58-59)

Han satt i en trädtopp och sjöng så att det gjorde ont 
när man hörde det. (81)

He just neighed wildly and galloped on with 
thundering hoofs, straight toward certain death. (56)

I’m sure no one ever had such a clever horse as 
mine... (56-57)

He sat in the top of a tree, singing so sadly it hurt 
when you listened to it. (79)

Karlsson-on-the-Roof:

- Och han kan flyga också, sa Bosse försmädligt. (18) ”And he can fly, too, I suppose,” said Bobby 
sarcastically. (18)

Karlssons ögon lyste, och han hoppade jämfota av 
förtjusning. (58)

Karlsson’s eyes shone and he jumped around the room
in delight. (48)

- En unge som själv kan gå och hämta sig falukorv, 
vågar dom inte lämna ensam. (83)

“A baby who can get up and fetch herself a sausage 
can’t be left alone, that’s obvious. (69)

Mamma var ju så arg på Karlsson på Taket. (138) Mommy got so angry at any mention of Karlsson-on-
the-Roof. (111)

Group D; Larger additions + Semantic Change

In this group the additions made in the TL are larger and consist of added phrases which are 

not part of the SL text. The added phrases change the content and are superfluous since it 

would have been equally possible to translate the sentences without adding things. The 

additions are unnecessary.
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Mio, My Son:

Jag var så glad att jag måste skratta alldeles väldigt. 
Och jag la huvudet bakåt och skrattade så att fåglarna 
blev nästan rädda. (31-32)

- Jag vet inte om jag törs, sa jag. (37)

I was so happy that I threw my head back and burst into 
loud laughter and made such a noise that I nearly 
frightened the birds away! (31)

I wonder if I dare ride him,” I said doubtfully. (36)

Å, min Miramis med gyllenmanen, han färdades fram i 
luften... (58)

För Janne var så stor. (61)

My Miramis with the golden hoofs and the golden mane 
moved through the air... (56)

He was big and strong, you see. (59)

Vi kom till Morgonljusets bro, men jag kände nästan 
inte igen den. Den var alldeles förändrad.  (67)

We came to the Bridge of Morninglight - the watchmen 
had let it down properly by now - but I hardly recognised 
it. (65)

Dunkla skogen hade en hemlighet. En stor och 
märkvärdig hemlighet fanns där, det kände jag, men 
månen hade visst brett en slöja över den, så att jag 
inget fick veta. Inte än. (75)

The Forest of Moonbeams had a secret. I felt there was a 
great and important secret there, but I think the moon had 
thrown a veil over the forest, so that I shouldn’t know 
where it was - not until the time had come. (73)

    

Karlsson-on-the-Roof:

- Lugn bara lugn, sa Lillebror för sig själv precis som 
Karlsson hade sagt. Karlsson hade ju lovat. (20)

Jag är inte mé, sa han. Jag är inte mé, om det ska vara 
på det här sättet. (40)

“Calm, be calm!” said Eric to himself, just like Karlsson. 
He had promised to return, hadn’t he? (19-20)

“If this is how it is going to be, I’m going home,” he said. 
(35)

Lillebror var så lugn han kunde, fastän skrattet 
fortfarande bubblade i honom och fastän Karlsson hade 
ramlat rakt ner på honom och han inte riktigt visste, 
vilka ben som var hans egna… (46)

Eric was as calm as he could be in the circumstances, 
although he was still bubbling with laughter, and Karlsson 
had fallen right across him so that he did not quite know 
which legs were his own… (40)

5 METAPHOR AND SIMILE

5.1 Metaphor 

The word metaphor comes from the Greek word metaphora and it means ‘to carry over,’ 

whereby aspects of one object are carried over (transferred) to another object, and that object 

is then spoken of as if it were the first. A metaphor may also be defined as:

       The imaginative use of a word or a phrase to describe somebody or something as another 
       object in order to show that they have the same qualities and to make the description more 
       forceful, e.g. She has a heart of stone. (OALD 1995)

Traditionally, metaphors are believed to be the most “fundamental form of figurative language 

(a language which does not mean what it says).” (Hawkes 1972:2)
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     Furthermore, a metaphor may be “the transferred sense of a physical word”, “the 

personification of an abstraction” or “the application of a word or collocation to what it does 

really denote.” (Newmark 1988:104) A single word, a collocation, an idiom, a sentence etc. 

may be a metaphor. The different types of metaphors that can be found in texts are dead 

metaphors, cliché metaphors, stock or standard metaphors, adapted metaphors, recent 

metaphors and original metaphors. Only some of the different types of metaphors will be 

further explained, i.e. stock, standard and original metaphors, since these belong to the types 

found in the two novels. 

  A stock or standard metaphor is used to cover a physical or mental situation. Normally a 

stock metaphor has a certain emotional warmth, which sometimes may be difficult to translate 

since the same image should be reproduce in the TL as in the SL text, e.g. keep the pot 

boiling, throw a new light on. Usually, the SL image is replaced with an established, equally 

frequent TL image when translated. It is not recommendable to translate stock metaphors in 

literary texts by sense, which is often done. Another way of translating a stock metaphor is to 

convert it to a simile. 

  Original metaphors may be universal, cultural or obscurely subjective and ought to be 

translated literally or transferred with care. The original metaphor often “contains the core of 

an important writer’s message, his personality, his comment on life” and if translated, it may 

enrich the TL. (Newmark 1988:106-112)

“The sense of the metaphor is frequently culture-specific” which can cause problems to the 

translator, since different cultures, with different languages, may have different ways of 

representing or creating symbols. Snell-Hornby (1995:56-57) points out that it may be 

difficult to determine into which category a metaphor belongs on a scale ranging from dead 

metaphors to original or individual metaphors. The metaphor’s position on the scale usually 

shifts depending on “cultural developments, and whether a quotation is recognized.” 

Moreover, the individual’s knowledge and experience also decide in what way a metaphor is 

perceived.

 5.1.1 Metaphors in Mio, My son and Karlsson-on-the-Roof  

In the highly stylised language of Mio, My son, Lindgren’s rich metaphorical language is 

overwhelming and it gives the novel an aura of magic. The formulaic expressions the author 
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has created are mixed with popular and widely used metaphors. In the story, the protagonist 

encounters, e.g. the Bridge of Morninglight, the Well that Whispers at Night etc.

   When Lindgren uses metaphors, she frequently uses images that belong to folklore and 

popular culture whose connotative power she relies on. Undoubtedly, the author’s language 

suffers in a translation where some of the flow and lyricism of the original text is lost. 

(Metcalf 1995:101-102) 

    The metaphors found in the two novels are divided into different groups depending on 

whether they are stock or standard metaphors or original metaphors. Only some of the 

metaphors in the novel will be presented. However, it needs to be mentioned that Karlsson-

on-the-Roof does not contain as many metaphors as the former novel.

Group A; Stock or standard metaphors

In this group, the metaphors cover a physical or mental situation.

Mio, My Son:

As may be seen by the examples, most of the images concern the heart. The first and the 

second metaphor are translated with the same image, while the third is not translated.

   In the last two metaphors, the fourth and the fifth, the translator has chosen other means of 

translation. The fourth metaphor is replaced by another stock metaphor, and the fifth is 

translated by sense.  

1. hjärta av sten (162)
2. Om ditt hjärta blir tungt... (56)
3. ett frimodigt hjärta (37)

heart of stone (158)                             (same)
If it makes your heart heavy... (54)      (same)
   - *

4. ...nästan fick hjärtat att stanna i bröstet på mig. (85)
5. hjärtat började darra (22)

......nearly broke my heart. (36)         (metaphor)            
it made me tremble (23)                     (sense)

The sixth metaphor is replaced by another stock metaphor, while the seventh metaphor is 

translated with the same image as in the SL.

6. ...och det kom liksom ett mörker över hans ansikte. (55) ...and his face darkened. (53)            (metaphor)                            
7. trofasta ögon (104) faithful eye’s (102)                            (same)  
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Karlsson-on-the-Roof:

The first three metaphors are translated with the same image, the fourth and fifth with a 

similar image and the last two with sense.

1. …skrattet fortfarande bubblade i honom… (46) …he was still bubbling with laughter… (40)          (same)
2. …med hungriga ögon. (69) …with hungry eyes. (58)                                         (same)                            
3. Det lilla barnet skrek i himlens sky… (78)
4. kröp i magen av spänning… (10)

The baby was screaming its head off… (66)            (same)
butterflies in his tummy from the excitement. (12)   (similar)

5.  …lilla snaskgris… (69) …you little pig… (58)                                             (similar)                                               
6. hon har så mycket nerver så det sprätter om det. (90) She worries a lot. (77)                                              (sense)
7. Han kastade en arg blick… (80) He frowned… (67)                                                   (sense)

Group B; Original metaphor  

Mio, My Son:

The first five metaphors are images of nature, where some have been translated literally and 

others changed. As seen by the examples, the first metaphor is rendered with a similar 

metaphor, in the second, another metaphor has replaced the SL original and the final three are 

translated literally with the same images, except from a deleted word in the fourth TL 

metaphor.                

1. ...när vinden spelade genom grenarna...(109) …when the wind breathed on the branches (106)*
2. ...lenare än vattnets vind i gräset... (172)
3. ...vita liljor, när de vaggade för vinden. (23)
4. ...musiken från silverpopplarnas blad. (24)
5. Mjukare än äppelblom... (172)

...warmer than the heat’s red blood... (168)*

...the white lilies swaying in the breeze. (24)

...the music that came from the silverpoplars. (24)

...softer than apple blossoms... (168)

The sixth metaphor is translated with the same image, the seventh with sense while the eighth 

is deleted. The ninth metaphor is translated with a similar metaphor.

6. Det lyste ur ett enda fönster. Det liknade ett ont
    öga, det där fönstret, ett rött och hemskt och 
    förfärligt öga som stirrade ut i vattnet och ville 
    oss illa. (90)

Only in one window was there a light. It looked like an 
evil eye, that window - a red and terrible eye staring out 
in the night and wanting to harm us.(88-89)                                     
(same) 

7. ...låtsades det så kolossalt... (35)
8. Mina ben var så glada... (25)
9. Jag hade inte sett hans popplar, som hade blad
    av silver och växte så högt mot himlen att det 
    brann stjärnor i deras toppar, när kvällen kom.  (23)

...pretended so hard... (34)            (sense)
   -  *
I hadn’t seen the poplars with the silvery leaves, so tall 
there were stars twinkling in the treetops when evening 
came. (24)                  (similar)

These metaphors also belong to the original metaphors and in, a. another metaphor is used, in, 

b. and, c. the same image is used.

a.) Dunkla skogen (71)
b.) Månljusets bro (67)

the Forest of Moonbeams (69)        (metaphor)
the Bridge of Moonlight (65)          (same)

c.) Morgonljusets bro (42) the Bridge of Morninglight (40)      (same)
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Karlsson-on-the-Roof:

The first two metaphors are images of nature and are translated with the same image. The 

third metaphor is an image of an object, a telephone, and translated with sense.

1. råkade han fumla ut en hel liten sjö med sprit på 
    bokhyllan, och muntra blå lågor dansade kring 
    ångmaskinen när den där sjön tog eld. (13)

he managed to spill a little lake of alcohol on the bookshelf, 
and lively blue flames danced around the steam engine 
when the lake caught fire. (14)                                   (same)

2. kom Karlsson seglande in genom fönstret. (58) Karlsson came sailing in through the window. (33)   (same)
3. …lite trassel med petmojen… (127) …some trouble with the dial… (102)                         (sense)

5.2 Similes

The difference between a metaphor and a simile is that while the former assumes “that the 

transference is possible or has already taken place” the latter “proposes and explains it” by 

using terms such as like or as if. When a simile is used, the relationships between the elements 

are more visual than when a metaphor is used. Thus, the effects a simile offers may be greater 

than those of the metaphor.  (Hawkes 1972:2-3)  

    A simile may also be explained as an image expressed in the form of a comparison where 

one thing is compared to another, e.g. brave as a lion. (Liljestrand 1993:69) 

5.2.1 Similes in Mio, My Son and Karlsson-on-the-Roof

The similes used by Lindgren are rich in connotative power and they help to evoke images in 

the reader’s imagination such as the image of the Bread that Satisfies Hunger or  the Well that 

Quenches Thirst. 

    Only some of the similes found in the two novels will be exemplified here. In the novel 

Mio, My Son, many similes can be found while the language in Karlsson-on-the-Roof does not 

contain as many similes. The similes are divided into groups depending on whether the image 

used is the same or a similar one, an equivalent image, converted into sense or into a

metaphor.

Group A; Same image

Mio, My Son:

Äppelblommorna lyste som snö i månskenet. (87)

När han sa namnet blev luften omkring oss kall som is. 
(64)

The apple blossoms gleamed like snow in the moonlight. 
(85)                           (same)
When he mentioned the name the air all round us turned 
as cold as ice. (62)           (same)     
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Där gläfste pojkarna som vargar... (62)

Miramis hovar dånade som åskan. (57)

Han svävade över bergstopparna som en fågel. (73) 

There the boy’s growled at you like wolves... (59)
                                                      (same)
...and his hoofs boomed like thunder. (56) 
                                                      (same)
...he soared over the mountain tops like a bird. (71)                   
(same)

Karlsson-on-the-Roof:

…så lyfte Karlsson och svävar i väg så fint och värdigt 
som en byråchef. (6)

…then he accelerates, takes off, and glides on his way 
with all the dignity and poise of a statesman… (8)

…och han visslade förbi Lillebror nästan som ett litet 
reaplan. (10)

…and he whizzed past Eric, almost like a jetplane. (12)

De vita gardinerna fläktade sakta fram och tillbaka 
precis som de vinkade åt de små bleka stjärnorna där 
uppe på vårhimlen. (10)

The white curtains blew gently in and out as if waving to 
the pale little stars in the spring sky. (11)

…där kom Karlsson insurrande som en jättestor humla. 
(20)

…in through the window Karlsson buzzed like a giant 
bumble bee. (20)

Då låg Lillebror inne på sin säng och grät som om 
hjärtat ville brista. (137)

Eric was then lying on his bed, crying as if his heart 
would break. (110)

Group B; Similar image

Mio, My Son:

Och så snart vi hade satt oss upp på hans rygg, Jum-
Jum och jag, susade han iväg som en blixt. (73)

...and no sooner had Pompoo and I swung ourselves onto 
his back than he shot off like a strike of lightning. (71) 
                                  (similar)

Vi red ut på bron, och det var som att rida på 
guldstrålar och ljus. (57)

...and being on the bridge was like riding on golden rays 
of light. (55)               (similar)

Group C; Equivalent image

Mio, My Son:

...det kändes som om hela jag var full av sockerdricka. 
(25)

...I felt giddy, as if I had drunk a lot of ginger beer. (25)

Då brusade det i silverpopplarna, som om en storm 
hade gått fram över dem. (56)

There was a whistling in the silverpoplars as if a fierce 
gust of wind had passed over them. (54)

Group D; Conversion into sense

Mio, My Son:

...hur sockerdrickan liksom rann ur kroppen på mig, 
och jag var lite ledsen och hängde med huvudet. (26)

...there didn’t seem to be any more ginger beer left in 
me... (25)
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Och ingen kunde begripa, hur det kändes att sitta på 
hans rygg och liksom flyta fram genom luften... (59)

Miramis hovar dånade som åskan. (58)

Hans röst var som ett enda stort brus, ... (16)

...and you can’t imagine how it felt to sit on his back, 
flying through the air...(57)

...Miramis hoofs thundered on. (56)

His voice was a great roar, ... (17)

Group E; Conversion into metaphor

Mio, My Son:

Jag hade inte sett hans rosor, alla hans vackra, vackra 
rosor, som flöt fram som i strömmar, eller hans vita 
liljor när de vaggade för vinden. (23)

I hadn’t seen his roses - waves and waves of the loveliest 
roses - nor the white lilies swaying in the breeze. (24)
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6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

6.1 Summary

The aim of this essay has been to examine if the English translation made by Marianne Turner 

of Mio, My Son and Karlsson-on-the-Roof differ from the original version. The SL text and 

the TL text have been read parallel and deviations between the two versions have been noted. 

However, in the material used concerning alterations, deletions and additions, only the first 

six chapters (9-87) of the novel Mio, My Son have been analysed and compared, while the 

whole novel Karlsson-on-the-Roof has been analysed.

    To begin with, a brief introduction to the essay is given and this is followed by an 

explanation to the choice of topic.

    The second chapter deals among other things with translation theory and how the 

development of translation studies as a modern discipline in the last few decades has changed 

the attitude to the subject. Finally, this chapter treats areas such as the role of the translator, 

how a translation is defined, the purpose of a translation and the translation and adaptation of 

children’s literature. 

     The third chapter treats the adaptation of names of various kinds (personal, fictitious, 

geographical etc.), as well as the adaptation of food, buildings, flora and fauna in translations 

in general. This chapter ends by analysing how the translator has rendered the geographical 

setting. After each subheading, examples from the novels Mio, My son and Karlsson-on-the-

Roof concerning the different topics are presented and discussed. 

     The fourth chapter deals with alterations, purifications, deletions and additions. These 

areas are first discussed in general and afterwards examples from the examined novels are 

presented. The TL sentences that deviate from the SL are divided into groups.

     Finally, the last chapter treats the translation of metaphors and similes in general. Some of 

the metaphors and similes found in the text are presented and divided into groups.            

6.2 Conclusion  

Astrid Lindgren (1907-2002) is one of the great storytellers both in her own country, Sweden, 

and internationally. She has published 115 titles and her work has been translated into eighty 

languages. Her books are written with a deep understanding of what it means to be a child and 

they incorporate a spirit of love and respect for children. Astrid Lindgren was an author, who, 
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when she wrote a novel, put down much work on each sentence and paragraph. She read them 

aloud to herself several times so that she would achieve the perfect rhythm. This gives her 

stories a unique flow. Lindgren’s language is based on the oral narrative tradition and her 

language is thus filled with repetitions, contrasts, exaggerations and formulaic expressions.

     In the examined pages translated by Marianne Turner of the two novels Mio, My Son and 

Karlsson-on-the-Roof only a few adaptations have been found and they mainly concern the 

translation of food. In some cases certain dishes, typically Swedish, have been substituted for 

dishes or food more common in the TL area. In Mio, My Son only minor changes have been 

made. The protagonist and his friend mostly ate pancakes or bread and consequently the need 

to substitute SL food for TL food was not great. More adaptations were found in Karlsson-on-

the-Roof, where for instance a dish popular among children in Sweden, köttbullar (Eng. 

‘meatballs’), is not translated. The translator has preferred to render it as cooking. 

Consequently the smell of it has been rendered as the smell of fried onions instead. Another 

dish, ärter och plättar ‘pea soup and pancakes’, has been substituted with the phrase stay for 

dinner. All the different dishes or food mentioned in the two novels could have been 

translated, even though some of them might be uncommon in the TL area. Since recent 

research show that food and the description of it interests children and even in some cases 

might explain the popularity of some books, the translator should have translated the different 

dishes and food. When not translated correctly or adapted in one way or the other, the aim of 

increasing children’s knowledge of food eaten in other countries is not fulfilled.

       Concerning the translation of flora and fauna, only two adaptations were found, both in 

Mio, My Son. The Sw. word aspar (Eng. ‘aspen’) has in the TL become poplars, a completely 

different species of tree and grönskande lund, in English ‘a verdant grove’, has in the TL been 

rendered as a meadow (Sw. ‘äng’). In the last example the translator has changed the setting, a 

grove and a meadow do not correspond to each other.

      When examining the names (personal, fictitious, names of animals), changes and 

adaptations have been made in both novels. In Mio, My Son the names which are changed 

have in most cases preserved their national character e.g. Bo ‘Bosse’ Vilhelm Olsson – Karl

Anders ‘Andy’ Nilsson, tant Edla – aunt Hulda. As can be seen, the translator has chosen  

other names than the original ones, names that sound Scandinavian but they are nevertheless 

not the original SL names. Perhaps the translator decided that the names had a bad ring in 

English. In the novel, farbror Sixten has become both uncle Olaf and uncle Hector in the TL  

text which probably is due to a translation error. However, this error only appears in one 
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sentence. Other names that are changed are Janne - Buster, Jum-Jum - Pompoo and Jiri -

Totty. The names in Karlsson-on-the-Roof are in most cases changed or transliterated into 

more English sounding names. Names that are transliterated are e.g. Bettan - Betty, Susann -

Susie, Krister - Christopher. Names that are changed are for instance Svante ‘Lillebror’ 

Svantesson - Eric Ericson, Bosse - Bobby and Gunilla - Bridget. As can be seen in these 

examples the aim of preserving the national character of the names have not been obtained 

since most names have been anglicised either by renaming the persons or by transliterating the 

names.

     The geographical names in both novels are generally transferred, translated or has gotten 

the specific form that it already has in the TL. In Karlsson-on-the-Roof, a rewording is used in 

the TL for the part of Stockholm that is called Östermalm – a few streets away. Probably a 

good solution since it then will be easier for the children in the TL area to understand where 

this place is compared to where the action takes place. In the scene where this place is 

mentioned, Karlsson tells Lillebror (Eric) where he has borrowed a bottle of milk, a bottle 

which they are going to give to a hungry baby they have found lying alone in an apartment.

     In the examined chapters in the novel Mio, My Son and Karlsson-on-the-Roof rather many 

alterations have been found. In some of the altered sentences the semantic content is changed 

somewhat but the changes are usually small:

Mio, My  Son
…för jag hade själv varit utan så länge… (p.28) …because I had been an orphan so long that… (p.27)

Mio, the protagonist, is in the SL referring to his own situation, of growing up without 

parents, without a father, until the day he met his father, the king of Farawayland. In the TL 

sentence, the translator has instead chosen a word that explains Mio’s situation before he met 

his father, as being an orphan. Thus, the content is not really changed but since the words are 

changed it affects Lindgren’s style. There is however some sentences where the content is 

changed.

Karlsson-on-the-Roof
- Vi hade alfabetet, sa Lillebror… (p.35) “The nine times-table,” said Eric… (p.31)

Here, the translation deviates more from the original. The alphabet and the multiplication 

table are two completely different tasks. The sentence could and should have been translated 

correctly.
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Purification is when certain things are deleted from the text or changed in some way and it 

usually concerns morals, e.g. bad manners in children, talk of excretion etc. In Mio, My Son, 

two cases of purification have been found. In one scene, Pompoo, Mio’s best friend, is 

holding Mio tightly, a scene which in the TL has been rendered as Pompoo answering Mio 

affectionately. In the other SL scene a boy named Nonno takes his flute from his mouth and 

spits, something which in the TL has become ‘put the flute down’. In the first case, the 

translator must have found it improper for a boy to hold another boy tightly. Maybe this scene 

would have been translated correctly if the translation had been made more recently. Today, 

things that were not considered accepted behaviour earlier might be thought of otherwise. In 

the second example, the translator probably decided that spitting is bad manners and hence 

should not be translated in the TL. A couple of examples of purification were also found in 

Karlsson-on-the-Roof. In one scene, Bettan (Betty), Lillebror’s older sister, is sitting in the 

living room and speaking tenderly and heart to heart with her boyfriend, a scene which in the 

TL is rendered as Bettan being ‘a grand lady’. In another scene a dog which in the SL lifts his 

leg against a chair and pees on it, is rendered as the dog sitting down and scratching his ear 

instead. Both cases are evident examples of purification where the first example might be 

considered being slightly erotic and the second mentioning excretion. When purifying the text, 

the translator has changed the content in order to satisfy the intended reader’s parents. What 

might help to explain the translator choosing to do this, is the fact that both books were 

translated in the 1950s. 

    Rather many deletions have been found in the examined novels. Deletions I consider 

unnecessary. Most deletions of words, phrases or repetitions of words were found in Mio, My 

Son and they are sometimes made in such a way that both the content and the author’s style is 

affected or altered. Repetitions of words or phrases are part of Lindgren’s style, and she uses 

them to create emphasis and to imitate children’s language. Something of the flow from the 

original text is then lost.

Mio, My Son
1. Det fanns nästan ingenting, som jag tyckte så mycket 
om som just sagor, och jag la mig platt på magen över 
brunnskanten för att få höra mer av det som rösten 
viskade. (66)

I lay down on the edge of the well to hear more and 
more of the whispering voice. (64)

2. Ön, där min fader konungen har sitt slott, heter gröna 
Ängars ö. Men det är bara en liten del av Landet i 
Fjärran. Bara en liten, liten del. (38)

The island where my father the King has his palace is 
called Greenfield Island; but that is only a small part of 
Farawayland. (37)
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In the first example, the beginning of the sentence is deleted and in the second example a 

repeated phrase which also serves the function of creating emphasis is left untranslated.

A larger abridgement was found in Karlsson-on-the-Roof where the translator has omitted to 

translate a whole page in the TL, a page in which the protagonist and his mother discuss 

marriages. In my opinion this abridgement is unnecessary and inexplicable.

    The additions made in the two novels in most cases serve to clarify the text or to create 

greater specificity. However, some of the additions are superfluos and changes the content.

    The metaphors and similes used by Lindgren in both novels are usually rendered with the 

same or a similar image.

    To sum up, the translations of the two novels made by Marianne Turner do not differ that 

much from the SL texts. In Mio, My Son, the plot is the same but the reading experience you 

get when you read the TL text is different from the one you get when you read the SL text. 

Some of the flow and the magic of the original text are lost, which is probably due to the 

deletion of repeated words and phrases. In Karlsson-on-the-Roof, the plot is also the same as 

in the SL text apart from the larger abridgement found in the TL. Compared to Mio, My Son

this book contains less alterations, deletions and additions. Nevertheless, some of the changes 

made alter the content thus giving the TL reader a somewhat different reading experience than 

the SL reader.
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